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is, of course, very difficult to do justice to a rough travelling diary, such as Dr. Stoliczka's.
I n such s diary first impressions are very often recorded, and subsequent observations. do
not always show how far the b t notes require modification. To the writer this is a simple
matter-his notes are memoranda serving to recall details to his mind ;but to another, who
does not possess the clue, it is very often di5cult to ascertain how far the notes in the diary
agree with the final conclusions of the diarist.
Of the greater portion of Dr. Stoliczka's journey the geological results have already been
published by himself in the Records of the Geological Survey of India' and the Quarterly
Journal of the Geological Society. a A comparison of these papers with the original notes
shows that everything of interest in the latter, with the exception of an occasional section, has
been extracted and condensed. These papers will, therefore, be here republished in sequence,
with the addition only of such sections as can be extracted from the diary. The papers
already mentioned contain the record of the geological observations from Leh, in Lad&,
to Kihhghar, and during two excursions from Ktishghar to the northward. The notes
from the PanjBb, at Mai, through b h m i r , to Leh, refer to ground which had been
previously examined either by Dr. Stoliczka himself, or by other geologists; but as
very little geological information has yet been published concerning Kaahmir, the notes are
here repeated. Of the journey from Kfishghar to the P&mir nothing has hitherto appeared
in print.
A brief summary of Dr. Stoliczka's previous geological observations in the North-Western
Himalayas will aid the reader in understanding the notes made in his last journey. Biu
earlier travels enabled him to classify the rocks seen in the mountain ranges of Spiti, Kulu,
Lahaul, Rupshfi, ZZ&sar or ZAnskar, Lad&, and the neighbouring districts south of the Indus
Vol. VII, 1874,pp. 12,49,61,81 ; and Vol. VIII, 1876,p. 13.
Vol. XXX, 1814 pp. 668,671,674
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valley, and to show that several formations, some of which had not previously been detected, a ~ e
represented in this portion of the Himalayas. I n his last journey he has ascertained the
extension of some of the same rocks to the northwad ; and as the regions lying east and west
of his route are almost unknown, and those to the northward but imperfectly explored, almost
the whole geological interest of his journey, with the exception of his observations on a part
of the Thian Shan range north of Kbhghar, depends upon the connection of the formations
found by him in the Kashmir territories north of the Indus, and in the ranges known on our
maps as the Maatiigh (Karaboram), Kuenluen, and Bolor, with those previously explored in
the country south of the Indus between Simla, Hpiti, and Rashmir.
Dr. Stoliczka spent the summers of 1 8 a and 1865 in the North-Western M y a a and
Western Tibet, exploring the geology of the ranges. On his first journey, when he was accompanied by Mr. Mallet, he went north-east from Simla, crossing the Sutlej at the Wangtu
bridge, and traversing Bissahir : he crossed the Bhabeh pass, and examined the Spiti valley,
already known to be rich in fossil remains from the researches and collections of Q e d ,
Strachey, and others. From Spiti he marched nearly due north to the Indus, near Sangdo, by
the Parang pass and the Tso-morari. After two days' march up the Indus, he returned to
the Spiti valley by a more eastern route, traversing Hanle, and crossing the Tagling pass.
After spending some days in the examination of the important formations of Spiti, he
marched back to Simla, through Lahaul and Kulu, at some distance to the west of his journey
northwards.
The journey in 1865 occupied six months, from the beginning of May to the end of
October. The area examined lay for the most part to the north-west of his former route, and
extended to Leh, Kargil (north of Dds), and Srinagar. Starting from Simla, as before,
he marched north by west, through Suket and Mandi, to Kulu, and thence, across the Rotang
pass, to Kyelang in Lahaul. Thence he turned east by north, and crossed the Baralatse pass
to the Tsartip valley, and proceeded across several other passes to Korzog, in Rupshh, on the
Tso-morari. Here he turned north-west, and travelled by the Taglang pass to the Indus, and to
Leh. From Leh he went almost south-west, across the mountains, to Padam ;thence north-west
again to S m o a n d Kargil, from which place he visited the Indus valley to the northward.
This was his furthest point to the north-west in any of his journeys. From the Indus, north of
Kargil, he marched south-west by D d s into the Kashmir valley, and, after a few days spent at
Srinagar, he returned by the direct route, &aib Islamabad, Kishtwar, Budrawar, Chamba, and
KBnagp, to Simla. He suffered greatly from exposure to cold during part of this journey,
especially in the mountains of Zkskar, south of Leh ; and although he gradually recovered
from the effects of his Himalayan travels, it is probable that permanent injury to his constitution-not very strong originally-was produced by them.
The results of his explorations, and especially of his firat journey, were very great. It
has been already mentioned that the occurrence of fossils in the Spiti valley, and in some other
parts of the trans-Himalayan region, had long been known ; and considerable collections had
been made by Gerard, Strachey, the brothers Schlagintweit, and others,--one having been
obtained by Messrs. Theobald and Mallet, of the Geological Survey. The fossils collected
had, moreover, been to a great extent described. Dr. Gerard's collection was, partly and
imperfectly, illustrated by the Rev. R. Everest in the Asiatic Researches, Vol. XVIII,
p. 107, plates I & 11,and fully described by Mr. H. F. Blanford in 1863. A large collection
Tso =lake.
Journal of the Asiatic Society, Bengal, Vol. XXXII, p. 12d
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formed by Colonel Strachey, chiefly at Niti, was described by Messrs. Salter and Blanford
in 1865 ;' whilst the Schlagintweits' collections were entrusted to Professor Oppel, and
descriptions and figurea of them published by him. a Other less important notes had appeared,
and several imperfect descriptions of the geology ; but no thorough sections had been made,
and, beyond the general fact that fossils of silurian, carboniferous, triassic, liassic, and
jurassic forms were represented in the various collections, very little, indeed, had been done
towards elucidating the geological structure of the country.
This work was admirably carried out by Dr. Stoliczka. I n the course of a single season's
work, in a most difficult country, amongst some of the highest mountains in the world, he
clearly established the sequence of formations; and, from his extensive pakeontologid knowledge, was able to do this with an accuracy, which has stood the teat of subsequent research.
He, moreover, added to the list of known formations the representatives of rhaetic and
cretaceous rocks not previously detected, and showed that some of the other groups might be
sub-divided.
The presence of this remarkable series of marine fossilifemus beds in the North-Western
Himalayan region-a series in which all the principal European palaeozoic and mesozoic groups,
except the cambrian, devonian, permian, and neocomian, are represented-is none the less
surprising, that scarcely any of the formations, except a few oolitic and cretaceous strata, are
found in the peninsula of India, beyond the Indus river basin. I n the hills of the Panjab
some of the formations have been detected, but they were until recently very imperfectly
known.
The following is the sequence of formations, with the fossils found in them by Dr.
Stoliczka :I. SUB-RECENT O R
NEWER TERTIBBY.
EOC~E
11. TERTIABY

...

...

River and lacuetrine deposits.-kwah deposits of Qodwin-Austen, &c. ;
Mammalian bonea.
(Nummnlitic) Indos or Shingo be&.-Nummulita
ratnondi; N . s a p fiblld.

111. lldEsozoIc

-....

......

,.....

... CBBTACEOU~ (9)
C h i k k i shalee.
(8) Chikkim limestone.-Buduter

(fragments), Nodoraria, 2 ep., Dentalino
(annulata?), Rotulia, up., ZkvtiZaria, 2 sp., Haplophragmiurn, sp.,
Crkkllaria, sp.
UPPEBJOUBIC
(7) Qieumal sanddona-~atrea, sp., near 0.gregaria ;another species near
0. roumrbii; G y p h a , up., Avicula echinata, MytiLw mytiloidma,
Lima, sp., Amwium d e m u ~Peclsn
,
b;fmu, Adrmtiw v-tisnrir,
Stol., A. sp., nov., qpir, ep.
MIDDLEJ U B A B B I CSpiti
( ~ ) shales.-Salenia ? sp., Ter&&lo up., Bhywns2Za oariacu, O J ~ V ~ C ~ ,
sp., Psctsn lena, Amurium (cod.Peeten atolidw), Auce2la bknfordiana, Stol., A. laguminora, StoL, Limu, sp., near L.rigidia, Inoceramw
lookeri, Macrodon egertoniasum, StoL, Nueula, ep., Nucvla mmformw, Cyprina trigonalir, Bigonia cortata, Arlarte unilateralir, A.
majw, A. +tiunria, Stol., A. himralia, Stol., Eoaornya tibetien,
Pluurolourria, 2 ep., Arnrnonitu acueinctw, A. atrigilia, A. macroc c p h a l ~ eA.
, ~ oct&ua, A. hypharis, A. prkimoni, A. theodorii, A.
rdineanur, A. &tiam&, A. curvieoda, A. braikanridgii, A. niaalk,
, bi*Iu, A. alalur, A n i r o w * a a g ~ .
StoL, A. ldpa*us,~.t r i ~ l i c a t wA.
dianurn, Belemnitea cana2icuLatw, B. cZavatw.
,..,..
(6) Clayey slates.-Belemnita, sp., Posidonornya ornata.

' Palseontology of Niti, printed for private circnlation, Calcutta.
Palerontologische Mittheilnngen. 1863, p. 267; 1866,p. 289.
According to Dr. Waagen, ~&ontologirrIndica, Ser. IB, 3, p. 237, footnote, this and several other species am not identical
with the European fossil forma to which they were referred by Dr. Stoliczka.
9
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111.

MESOZOIC

,.,...

MIDDLE
LIA~BIO
(4) Upper Tagling limestone.-Terebratula a'nmuriensia, Modiok, sp.
(resembling Mytiluaatlbreniforris), Nerihpsis (conf.N. elegantissima),
Chsnmilzia undulata, !&ochua latilabma, !&ochua epulus, T. attenua t w , E u y c l u ~(Ambmleya),sp., Acteonina (conf.A. cincta), Nerinea
(conf. N. goodhalii),Belemnitea, sp., Ammonite8 (conf.macrocephalw).
L O ~ LBI M ~ I C
(3) Lower Tagling limestone.-Terebratula grfgaria, T. p y i i m n w , T.
punctata, T. ( Waldheimia) rchafheutli, Rhyneonella ohtueirma, 12.
pedata, R. jbas'cortata, R. awtriaca, 12. variabilis, R. rin.qena,
Oatrea (conf. 0. crmminata), 0. (conf. 0. anomala), ~rhuaiumisp.
, vdPecten (conf.P. palosw), P. moniliger, P. s d a l , P. b i f r o ~P.
oniensie, Limn dmicostata, Avimla inepuioalvis, A. punctata, Geraillia, sp. (near Q. ol#z), A m ( ~ a c r o d o n )sp.
, (apparentlyA . lycetti),
Bentalium, sp. (near D. gigantam), Nerita, sp. nov., Natica (conf.
N.pebpa), C h n i t z i a (conf. C. coarctata), C., sp. (near C. phidias),
Nerinea, sp. (near N . goodhalii), Anrmmilea (conf. A . germanii),
A., sp. (conf. A . macroce-phalua), Belemniter Zudhaicw, Stol., B.
bMulcutus, Stol., B. tibeticua, Stol.
(2) Para limestone.-Dicurocardium himalayme, Stol., ddegdodon ti+
REE~C
quetm.
(1) Lilang series.-Encrinua cas8ianw. Spinifff, sp. n., S. (Spiwerina),
Ts~rserc
(conf. S. fiagdlis), S. (Spirtyerina) atrachyi, S. (Spiriferina) lilangnrais, Stol., 8. qitiensis, Stol., Rhynconslk mutabilis, Stol., R.
theobaldiana, Stol, B. taltsriana, Stol., B. retrocila var. a u g w k ,
Stol., Athyris atwhmeyeri, A. dealongchampui, Waldhimia stoppanii, Haiohia h m e l i , Monotiu aalinaria, Lima (conf. L. ramaa.
uari),L.,sp. nov., Myoconcha lombardica,Biacoheldz, sp., P l e u r o ~ ria (conf. P. k c h i ) , P. att*ilis, Stol., Whoceras, sp., 0. aalinarium,
0. latiaqtum, 0. dubium, Nautilur qit*,
Stol., Clydonitua oldhamianus, Stol., C. hauerinus, Stol., Ammoniteajloridus, ~ . j o l { ~ a n u s ,
A . khunikoj, A. gaytuni, A. dtfiws, A. auaaeanus, A . gerardi,
A . medlyanur, Stol., A . rtudtri, A . thuillimi, A . malletianw, Stol.,
A . b a t h i , Stol.
C A E B O ~ I P E B O Knling
E~
series.-Spitife* mooaakhui2enria, 8. keilAavii, 8. tibetims,
Stol., S. altivagus, Stol., Productw purdoni, P. semireticulatw, P.
longispinua,d h l a , sp., Cardiomorpha, sp., dviculope&n, sp., Ortioieraa, sp.
. Mnth series.-Sytingopora, ep.,Cyathophyllum,2 sp., Crinoid stems, Orthis
P
SILERIAX
ap. (near 0. thakil, var. striato-costata and var. convexa), 0. (near
0. compta), 0. (near 0. tibetica), 0. (conf. 0. mupinata), Stropho.maria, sp., Tentomliter, sp.
.. Bhabeh series.- Orthw, sp. P C h t e b r yak.
SILEBIAR
~ I E T A ~ O E P H I C Central gneise.

'

IV.

PAL?EI3ZOIC

...

...

..

V.

...

.
...

But, although the general sequence of the beds was established, the observations made
mere i n s a c i e n t to enable a map to be prepared showing the distribution of the different
strata. Further examination was necessary for this purpose ;and Dr. Stoliczka always hoped
to return to the Himabyas and complete the work he had so well begun. The severe and
long-continued labour necessary for the preparation of his great work on the cretaceous fossils
of Southern India engrossed the whole of his time ;and, as has already been mentioned, his
health was seriously affected by the exposure he underwent in his second Himalayan journey,
so that, for a year or two at least, he was unfitted for work involving severe exertion. Thus
the sketch he made--for such it was-has never been filled up ; no geological map of the
Western Himalayas has ever been published, and the idea which can be formed of the distribution of the known strata is, at the best, fragmentary.
It is as well, before proceeding further, to point out, in such a manner as to render it
easily recognised on the map, the area to which Dr. Stoliczka's observations were chiefly con~Mem.,Geol. Sum. Ind., V, pp. 346, 362.
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fhed. This area has somewhat the form of an oblong, with the longer axis north-west and
sout,h-east. It8 north-eastern boundary is formed by the Indus, whilst the south-western boundary is far less regular, and, bulging out near the southern corner, includes a considerable tract
of country about Spiti, Kulu, and Lahaul. The south-eastern limit of the area examined is
formed by a line drawn north-north-east from Simla to the Indus, the north-western extremity being near b g ; l and %. The south-western boundary is formed h t by the range
which separates the Kashmir valley from that of the Indus, and the continuation of the same
in the Zhkar range as far as the Brlsalatse or Baralacha pass, whence the boundary turns
southward and embraces the country between the Baralatse range and the snowy ridges north
of the Sutlej valley, near Simla.'
The general fo-mtion of the mountains near Simla is too irregular for any definite range
of great length to be distinguished. The ridges throughout the North-Western Himalayas
and Western Tibet have a general north-west and south-east direction, shown by the main
course of both the mountains and river valleys ; and this direction is, of course, due in a great
measure to the strike of the various rocks, and the outcrop of softer or harder strata. Commencing at the south? the range north of the Sutlej, opposite Simla, u s d y considered the true
Himahya, and well known to all visitors to Simla as the snowy range, is chiefly composed of the
rock called by Dr. Stoliczka " central gneiss." The mineralogical character by which this rock is
distinguished is the presence of albite in large quantities, with quartz, orthoclase, and biotite,
and a still more marked peculiarity in the constant occurrence of veins of albite granite,
which traverse the mass in every direction.
To the south of the central gneiss various metamorphic rocks are found : to the north or
north-east of it commences the sedimentary area of Tibet. I t is palpable that this central
gneiss is not only pre-silurian in age, but that it must, in all probability, have been metamorphosed before the deposition of the silurian strata. Hence its importance : for whilst other
metamorphic formations of the Himalayas and Tibet are, probably, represented by fossillferous
sedimentary deposits in other parts of the range, the central gneiss appears to belong to an
older period altogether.
To the north-west this gneissic formation extends but a short distance. The natural
continuation of the range formed by it would be the Pir PanjB1, south-west of Kashmir ; but
this consists of newer formations. Dr. Stoliczka was inclined to consider the Zhkar ridge as
the probable continuation of the central axis, as he considered it, and to look upon the gneiss
of which that range consists tts the representative of the central gneiss. It, however, wants
the albite granite.
The highest peaks of the snowy Himalayan range consist of silurian rocks dipping
northward, and followed in ascending order by carboniferous, triassic, and juraasic strata.
For conveniencesake, it may be ea well to point out that the principal ranges of the North-Westem Himalaya and Western Tibet,
all running nearly north-weat and south-east, are, aommencing on the north, the Kuenluen range on the edge of the Y&rkand plain ;
the M d h g h range traversed by the Karakoram pa=, and forming the main ridge, separating the Indus watershed from that of the .
Ydrkand plain ; the LadBk range running along the northern (or north-eastern) bank of the Indue, and separating ita valley from
that of the Shayok; the %kar range, which f o h the south-weetern limit of the Indue drainage, extending along the north-eastern
boundary of b h m i r , and the continuation of which to the south-west ie eometimea known as the h l a t a e range, and the Himalaya proper, the north-weetern continuation of which is the Pir PanjB1.
The s c c o ~which
t
followa is derived in great part from Mr. H. B. Medlicott'e sketah of the Qeology of the Panjbb and ita
dependencies in the PanjBb Gazetteer.
Some important additional information concerning thie rock has reoently been furnished by Colonel C. A. MaMahon, who haa
determined by microscopid examination that this gneiw possesses the chaancters of an igneous rock, in parte at all eventa, and that
it mnet probably have been in a more or less plastic or fluid state.-Reooris, Qeol. Surv. Ind., X, p. 223.

'
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The cretaceous rocks have only been found at a few localities in Spiti and Eupshb ; but the
jurassic and liassic strata upon which they rest occupy a large area, constantly spoken of by
Dr. Stoliczka as the jurassic ellipse, and having an elliptical form, with the long axis in the normal
north-west, south-mt direction. These beds were traced from Spiti and Southern Rupshfi
to Zhkar, where they end out against the great granite and syenitic mass of Little Tibet.
To the south-west the same jurassic rocks are known to exist in Northern Kumaon. Except
dose to the Karakoram pass, where liassic beds occur, and a little farther east by south in
the Lokzhung range, capped by cretaceous rocks,' none of these middle and upper mesozoic rocks
have hitherto been found in Western Tibet beyond the limit of this basin ; nor have they
hitherto been found in Kashmir proper, although some of them recur in the hills near Mari
(Murree).
The silurian, carboniferous, and triassic (including the rhtztica) formation have a far
wider range, and it is probable that their altered representatives form no inconsiderable proportion of the metamorphic rocks, which occupy so large an area in the Indus valley and its.
neighbourhood.
The silurian rocks on the south of the jurassic area have been traced at intervals from
the Bhabeh pass, through Northern Lahaul and Zhkar, to the neighbourhood of D&, and
they are probably, in Dr. Stoliczka's opinion, represented by some of the lower beds seen in the
Indus valley below Leh, and in the Marka valley to the south. North-west of the jurassic arm
they have not been detected, and they may be represented by some of the metamorphic rocks.
The carboniferous series is distinctly developed both to the south-west and north-east of
the jurassic area in the Spiti country, and it becomes even more prominent to the north-west.
It occupies large areas in the Indus valley south-west and west of Leh, and reappears in the
Kashmir valley. The triassic rocks appear everywhere to overlie the carboniferous, and to
have nearly an equal extension.
Northern and Eastern Rupshb, to the north-east of the Spiti area, consists mainly of
gneiss and other metamorphic rocks. The same crystalline formations form the whole of the
range north of the Indus, from the sharp bend made by the river to the southward, north of
Hanle, to Leh.
I n the Indus valley itself, apart from all the fiecondary series of the Spiti basin, sandstones, shales, and clays are found, which have been proved to be of eocene age by the discovery
in them of nummulites and other fossils. Where these were first observed by Dr. Stoliczka in
Northern Rupshb, they were unfossiliferous, and their old and altered appearance made him
suspect that they might be palaeozoic. But near Leh they are much newer in appearance, and
contain fossils which prove their age. Similar beds are seen west of Leh, as far as Kargil.
Lastly, eruptive rocks, containing serpentine, diallage, and epidote, occupy a considerable
area around Hanle, east of Rupshb, and extend for many miles to thenorth-west, towards the
Indus. Syenite is largely developed near Leh, and extends westward, towards D A , occupying
a considerable area, about Kargl. Serpentine is associated with it.
If we look upon the snowy range north of Simla and the Zbkar range as identical, and
as forming the axis of the Himalayas, we may consider the palaeozoic and mesozoic rocks of
the Indus and Spiti valleys as lying between two great metamorphic ranges-that just mentioned and the Ladhk range north of the Indus. To the north of Kashmir, however, the
See note, p. 47.
This formation wae kept distinct by Dr. Stoliczka in his first paper, but aubeequently he wae d i e p o d to unite it with the
triaseic group.
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carboniferous and triassic beds completely lap round and replace the older metamorphics. In
his last journey Dr. Stoliczka has shown that mother great sedimentary region in the
Karakoram area lies between the crystalline Lad& ridge and the gneissic rocks forming tho
Kuenluen. But in this region no oolitic or cretaceous beds have hitherto been found, the
highest fossiliferous rocks observed being liaasic.: North of the Kuenluen, however, the presence of a cretaceous formation was detected.
As occasional reference must be made in the ensuing pages to the names given by Mr.
Medlicott to particular formations on the southern slopes of the Himalayas, a list of these
groups, with their supposed trans-Himalayan equivalents, is appended. It must be remembered that the identifications are little more than surmises,' and were only suggested as
probable by Dr. Stoliczka, no fossils having been found in the cis-Himalayan rocks below
the nummulitics.
age.

PLIOCENE .
and
MIOCENE

Tmw-Himalaysn.

Cis-myan.

Siwalik
Ndhan

.

.

.

Mammaliferous.

.

.

Deposits of Tibet
(? Karewah, in part).

Kasanli (pnrple and grey sandstones)
Dagshai (red clays, purple and grey
EOCENE
(Xwnrnulitic) Sirmfir
sandstones).
Sabhthu (brown and grey clays and
limestones).
. Krol (limestone)
.
.
TRIAS .
. Infm-Krol (sandstone and carbonaceom shales)
C~RBONIFEBOOB
Blini (limestone and conglomerate)
SILWIAN
Infra-Blini (slates and sandstone)

.

.
.
. . .

Indm or Shingo beds.

Lalang series.
Kuling series.
Muth.
Bhabeh.

On the other hand, there is some slight possibility of the Krol limestone being nnmmulitic, and Mr. Medlicott at one time, and before the trans-Himalayan rocks had been classified
by Dr. Stoliczka, was rather inclined to this view: but he never considered the evidence in its
favour of much importance.
I n the following pages the order preserved is that of the journey : first, the notes taken
from the diary of the route from the Panjhb to Leh, then the (previously printed) geological descriptions of the journey from Leh to Shhh-i-duh, and from SMh-i-dula to Khhghar ;
next, the excursions from Khhghar to the Chadyr-kul and to Altyn Artysh ; and finally, the
notes from the diary of the journey to the Phmir, and of the return march from Yhkand to
the h k o r a m pass. The sections illustrative of the geology of the country are from
sketches in Dr. Stoliczka's note-book ; they are introduced, as they serve greatly to explain the
relations of the rocks, but it should be remembered that the original drawings are frequently
rough, and they may not, in some instances, have been quite correctly interpreted. Should
subsequent research show the sections to require modification, the circumstances under which
they were prepared should be remembered.
Dr. Stoliczka himself spoke of his geological results as meagre. This is, probably, the
h t impression of most travellers : either they have traversed enormous areas composed of
1 Some obecure do88iliferone aanhtonea near Kim, in Changchenmo, and at Bktirgh, north of the Karakoram pasa, were
referred with doubt to the tertiary epoch.
Mr. Lydekker's surveys, made since the above waa written, have indicated that some modification is probably necessary in the
above l i t of correlated strata It appears now more probable that the Krol limestone is ~~~boniferoue~-RecOrde,
GeoL Survey of
India, XI, p. 63

' Memoirs, Geological Survey, Vol. 111, p. 170.
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one or two rock groups, and the geology appears to them monotonous in the extreme, or they
h 7 e been compelled to leave behind sections only half examined, in which the various
formations succeed each other too rapiclly for their sequence to be determined in a hurried
journey. But in all cases, as with all discoveries in science, the observations require record
and comparison for their value to appear. However useless they may seem at the time, no
one can tell when the information may prove of the last importance.
For details as to the route, the map and diary should be consulted. All the explanatory
notes in brackets and foot-notes in the subsequent pages are hy myself, with the exception of
the foot-notes marked (S) on page 18 and 20.
NOTE.-Since the above was in type, Dr. Wmgen bas kindly sent to me a paper, which he has just published in the Denkschrift
Knis. Acad. Rriss. Wen. (Math. Nntnrmiss. Classe) for 1878, entitled "Ueber die Geographische Vertheilung der fossilen Organismen
in Indi~n." I n this paper he points out that, although the classification of the Spiti shales is still imperfect, and further subdivision
may be necessary, it is clear that the great mass of these strata muat be classed as Upper Jurassic (Kimmeridge and Tithonian).
several of the Cephalopoda having been at first wrongly identified with European forms, and being of later age than was supposed.
Dr. Waagen also notices that further to the westward in the Alpine PanjLb, near Mari (hlurree), the Gieumal sandstone or itr
equivalent contains the Trigonice (T. ventricosa, &c.) characteristic of the Umin (Portlandinn) group in Catch.
According to Dr. Waagen, also, only the upper Tagling limestone, the representative of the ' Hierlatz beds ' of the Alps, should
be clas~edas Lias, the lower Taqling limestone, the equivalent of the Alpine ' Kijssen beds,' being of Rhetic age. The Paw limestone should be classed as upper triassic, and the Lilang series in part as middle triassic (Rluschelkalk). Nost of these relations
had been pointed out by Dr. Stoliczka himself.
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[THE following notes, it should be remembered, commence in the Panjtib, at Mari
(Murree), the sanatarium lying a short distance north of Rawal Pindi. A " rough section
showing the relation of the rocks near Mari," by Dr. Waagen, was published in the Records
of the Geological Survey of India.' He showed that Mari is built on red slates and
sandstones, newer than the nummulitics, but unfossiliferous, and that these beds are succeeded
(the formations are too much crushed and contorted for anything like order in des&nt
to be made out) by numrnulitic limestone, jurassic and triassic beds ; the jurassic beds being
identified with the " Spiti shales." Dr. Waagen gave a section round Chamba Peak, from
Kairagali to Changligali. Dr. Stoliczka describes that seen on the road round the other side
of the mountain.
An account of the geology of the neighbourhood of Mari hill station in the Panjhb has
also been given by Jlr. A. B. Wynne,2 of the Geological Survey of India, accompanied by a
map and section. I n this paper many additional details of the geology are given, and the
same section is described which is here extracted from Dr. Stoliczka's note-book. Dr.
Stoliczka's notes were made before Jlr. Wynne's paper was published, although the latter
had been written long before. Within the last two years the systematic geological survey
of Kashrnir ha^ at'length been commenced, and a large amount of information as to the
distribution and relations of the different beds has been added by Mr. Lydekker? I n
a few cases, as at the Zoji-la, slight changes have been shown to bi necessary in the views
formed by Dr. Stoliczka, on his hurried journeys, but as a general rule his opinions have
proved correct.]
July 3rd to 6th.-The Mari hill consists of sandstone and shales, the former full of
fucoids, but I could not find a trace of other fossils.' The geological section from Mari
Mnri.

M n r i be&.
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/
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Section from diari to Kairagali, distance S miled.

to Kairagali is rather simple, but thence along the road to Changligali it is rather complicated, and on the whole similar to that made by Waagen on the corresponding road passing
Vol. V, 1872, p. 16.
Records, Geological Survey of India, Vol. VII, p. 64.
3Rec.GC.S.I.,IX,p. 155;XI,p.30.
The Murree Beds of Mr. Wynne, see Quarterly Journal, Geological Society, 1974, p. 71, dcc., and h.
G. S. I., Vol. VII, p. 66.
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round the other side of Chamba Peak.' The section from Changligali to Dangagali is a
little more simple.
On the saddle at Kalcl6na the Mari beds dip towards the nummulitic shales, but a t
Sunnybank they are turnecl up sharply against the latter. There must have been a tremendous slip alonz this boundary. After some shales and crumbling sandstones, the southern
side of the Kdd6na I
d consists chiefly of Limestone, and thcn follow reddish shales and
sandstones, very like those of the l l a r i group in general character. The shales are seen on
the next saddle, succeecled chiefly by limestone ancl grey shale and carbonaceous sanclstone,
often very impure. These becls, the calcareous especially, arc often full of nummulites, with
an occasional pelecypod or gastropod.

and rhalr.

f rrrrll.

Ojirer bed.
Oolitic limertonc.

g. Gieumal sandstone (upper jarassic), typical, and occasionally very silicious.
sp. Spiti shales (jurassic), typical, but without concretions.
t. Trias.

Section from R a i r a p l i to CAangligali, disfnnce a little a h v e 2 miles.

The section on the mestern side of the Chamba Peak is even more contorterl than that
made by Waagen on the other (eastern) side. The general dip of the rock is tomarcls the
north-west, and the consequence is, that the rocks are dreaclfully twisted in every stream ;
on the whole, the section is much more contorted than in the sketch.
The triassic limestone in contact with the Spiti shales is semi-oolitic, just like the Krol
limestone in some places. I t s thickness is generally from 10 to 30 feet, and then follows
more compact grey Gestone, sometimes full of small oysters. About half a mile from
Kaimgali, I got a good 22hychoneZka in it. Changligali lies on shales, but the next
Danaagalb

Changligali.
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Section from CAnngligali to Dangngali, diafance abmtt 64 miles.

hill is limestone, mostly vertical, and dreadfully old-looking. I f I had not occnsionallg got
a nummulite out of the intermediate calcareous shales, I shoulcl certainly hal-e taken the
limestone for triassic. But, as a rule, the n~unmuliticlimestone is higllly bituminous, while
the compact triassic limestone is apparently never bituminous, and the semi-oolitic (trimsic)
limestone is occasionally slightly bituminous, but generally not. Nummulitic beds continue
about half-way to Dangapli. There is a great thickness of triassic limestone, and then

' Rec. G. S. I., Vol. V, 1972, p. 16.
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them subsequently.] Passing the village Malshabagh (near Gmdarbal), I saw a subrecent conglomerate, which was deposited fully 50 feet above the present level of the lake,
and in places it was overlain by temaca of clay (level), which seemed to reach about 30
to 50 feet higher.
7th, Kangan.-The rocks on both sides of the road are the same as about Srinaga*
the green plutonic rock, often with zeolite cavities, and sometimes not to be distinguished
from greemtone. In other places it is distinctly stratified, and it is probably a metamorphic Silurian or devonian rock.
mention of any geology on the road.) The
8th to 12th, Kangan to Sonamarg.-[No
triassic limmtones come almost down to the valley about three miles before reaching
Sonamarg. At Sonamarg they am in some parts rather slaty and thin-bedded: I got no
fossils in them. They dip north and south on the right and left bank of the valley respectively.
13th, Baltal.-About four miles east of Sonammg, schists below the limestonea occupy
the greater heights, particularly on the north, and they extend in a north-easterly direction
along these heights. At Baltal all the rocks are these schists, which are probably carboniferous. They often contain carbonaceous bands full of crystals of iron pyrites.
14th, Mataia~.-[Crossing the Zoji-la,'11,800 feet.] The schistose beds, which are in
places almost mica schist, are followed, a couple of miles north of the Zoji-la, by more
carbonaceous beds, which are probably true carboniferous, and then, about a mile south of
M a t a h , they are overlain on the right and left bank by the usual thin-bedded triassic
limestones. These are sometimes quite white and dolomitic, alternating with black and
earthy beds. I saw several Rhynconell~ and sections of large bivalves, like Megalodon
and Dicerocardium, and small oysters ; but nothing sufficientlydeterminable. [Further examination of the beds near the Zoji-la has shown that there is inversion, and that the rocks
at the crest of thepms are of later age than the triaasic limestones seen on each side.Lydekker, Rec. G. S. I., XI, p. 45.1
15th, Xataian.-I
looked over the limestones near the village, but found no determinable fossils.
16th, &cis.-About
three miles after we left Mataian the green rocka cut off the
limestone on the left bank, and for a few miles the boundary between the two rocks runs
in the valley. After about the seventh or eighth mile, the base of the valley is all of
green rock, which is generally quite massive, like greenstone ; only occasionally it is thinly
bedded with bacillary structure. To all appearance they are the same rocks as about
Srinagar. About two or three miles before reaching Dnh, the green rocks cross over
entirely on to the right bank, and extend in a north-easterly direction, the trias limestones
keeping to the heights. At their contact with the green rocks the limestones are more
slaty. North by west of Drhs the green rocks decompose very readily, and weather out
reddish, as greenstones often do. About the camping ground numbers of syenite rocks
are strewn about. The whole plain about D& is filled with a deposit of shingle to about
a hundred feet above the level of the river.
17th, Ta8hgaon.-For
some distance from D& the rugged, barren hillsides consist
of greenstone. This rock gradually passes into a greenish syenite, with large quantitiea of
schorl; but on both sides of the valley there is still the green rock in situ : higher up on
the left bank is syenite.
Lo, a pass Tibetan.
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18th, Chil&como.-The green rock becomes rather schistose about half-way between the
last camp and this, and nearly opposite Kharbu the syenite comes down to the river, and cuts
off the green rock : the former about here is light coloured and of the ordinary type.
19th, Kargi1.-Syenite rocks seen the whole way.
20th, Shargo1.-The tertiaries on the Kargil plain are much covered by diluvial conglomerate. The Pashkyumkur is built on serpentine rock ; and from this spot to near Shargol all
the rocks am serpentine, sometimes rather slaty and splintery, in other places much purer
and solid, so that it could be worked for ordinary cups, &c. All along the river the diluvial
conglomerate forms an almost continuous strip, particularly along the left bank of the
stream.
Wherever the valley widens a little, as at Lotsun, the conglomerate is found on both
sides, the horizontal banks rising up to 500 or 600 feet above the stream. About a mile
from Shargol, grey and greenish and reddish shales come in from the hills to south-west
and west, and are greatly developed north of Shargol. These shales appear to belong to the
Sabdthu group, although they look rather metamorphic in some places, but in others they
are more recent looking and micaoeous. All about Shargol lumps of serpentine are sticking
out of them, and the whole are covered along the left bank of the stream with a conglomerate
rising to 600 and more feet above the river. Beyond this, south and southeast of Shargol,
the higher hills all consist of triassic limestone, alternating near the base with rather highly
metamorphic and sometimes strongly carbonaceous shales, which it is very dBcult to distinguish from the tertiary beds. I found no trace of fossils in the tertiaries, but the determination of the triassic limestone is tolerably certain. It is the same as above Dr&s,and
has often the peculiar pseudo-foraminiferous or semi-oolitic structure.
21st, Kharh.-A good long march of 18 miles : we went by the Namikala, and then
turned almost south up the stream for about four miles to Kharbu. The diluvial conglomerate extends all the way along the river, mostly developed on the left bank, until we
turned up the stream almost north and then north-east and east towards the Namika-la.
A couple of miles from Shargol the monastery is built upon triassic limestone, and there
are lumps and patches of it very often sticking out of the so-called tertiary shales. The
great figure of Buddha a little further on is also cut in a single block of triassic limestone.
When we left the conglomerates at the Wakha river, we turned almost north. There
was nothing but very soft and crumbling grey ztnd greenish (tertiary) shales as far as
the NIlmika pass, and for some distance on the other side, extending more to north
about two miles east of the pass ; and the high hills to the north consisted of serpentine,
while south of the Namikzlrla was a high solitary rock of trias limestone. The diluvial
conglomerates were again seen in the little stream from the Narnika-la, and are very highly
developed in the Kharbu stream. Approaching this, we had up to Kharbu, along the
right bank, alltrias limestone, underlain by highly carbonaceous and metamorphic-looking
shales and slates, which are always distinctly silky and rnicaceous on the plane8 of bedding, and often very much contorted.
2 2 d , Eharbu.-I went out in a north-eaaterly direction across the stream, and found
the ground composed of various kinds of shales for several miles. First, the shales were
rather carbonaceous ;then they became more slaty, gray, greenish, and red, but all rather highly
metamorphic. It is clear they cannot be tertiary; for they all lay under the trias. The top
of the high hills appears to consist partly of serpentine. Among the higher slates there are
often beds of the same green rock that I saw south of Drh.
/

d
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23rd, Lamyuru, w08sing the Fotzb-la.-Laving Kharbu, the triassic limestones pass
over to the right bank of the stream after the second or third mile, where the stream makes
a bend; but further on the carboniferous shales occupy the whole of the right and the base
of the left bank, the limestones keeping to the greater heights. The diluvial conglomerate
is locally of great extent; and in ascending the Fotu-la, it reaches to within about 200 feet
of the top of the pass, that is, up to about 13,200. On the Fotu-la the southern hills are
trim limestone. The pass itself is formed of carboniferous shales; and these shales extend
down to Lamayuru. Unfortunately I could not find any fossils in them.
more than a mile after leaving Lamayuru there are
24th, S w l a on the I&w.-For
extensive shaly deposits, some of them well stratified ; they reach to about 300 feet high on
the slopes. The shales are at first in places very carbonaceous, and when decomposed they
are covered with a white efflorescence of soda and alum. About two miles or a little more
further on, these carbonaceous shales overlie nearly vertically bedded green and red shales ;
the latter alternate with beds of strong green sandstone, very similar to the cc green-rock,"
and the whole p u p evidently represents the Bhabeh series, just as the former does the Muth
series. I n one place only I saw, in the Bhabeh slates, a bit of an impression, something like
a portion of a Trilobite; and in another place I got a few traces of worms. These Bhabeh
slates, shales, and sandstones are variously contorted, but for the most part approach the
vertical position, dipping highly towards south or south-west. T o w d s the Indus the
Bhabeh s h e s is cut off by serpentines, which reach down to the valley. Only in one place,
I think, there is a portion of syenite left, the ground about a mile from the Indus being
strewn with boulders of syenite. The opposite bank of the Indus is occupied by greenish
and reddish slates and sandstones-evidently the treacherous tertiary rocks, like in North
R u p s h ~and ZAskar. The bridge across the Indus to W c h i is built over serpentine, and
there are a good many patches of serpentine also on the right bank, and near these the
sandstones and shales appear to be almost metamorphic. There is also, about half-way
between Khalchi and Snurla, a lump or two of a grey or bluish limestone, full of bivalves. It
looks t r b s i c ; still I do not know how it could be that. Fragments of it were locally full of
large pelecypods and indistinct gastropod traces, and in some round rolled fragments I
thought I saw nummulites, but I cannot be sure of it. Similetr lumps of the same limestone
I saw in the serpentine region before reaching the Indus, and it is just possible that some of
the slates and sandstones here are really tertiary. I rather think this very probable. At
Snurla the tertiary slates and shales, greenish and reddish beds alternating with each other,
occupy both banks of the Indus, mostly dipping at high angles towards the south. Conglomerates are locally to be found reaching to a oouple of hundred feet or less along the vhole
road.
25th, Sq6l.-All the way we passed through the tertirtry red and greenish shales and
sandstones, mostly along the strike of the rocks, which dip at a high angle of between 60"
and 80" to south-weat or south by weat. The crystalline rocks appear to occupy the hills
above Himis. Diluvial conglomerate is extensively developed along the river, and particularly
about Saspbl.
25th and 26th, S a g d l to &h.-The
same rocks for the greatest part of the distance ; the
gneiss and hornblendic gneiss do not touch the river till just before Pittuk, beyond the
of Phayang. The diluvial deposits are very extensive, and are very thick just east of
Snemo.
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[ Thia e d o n ia copied, with 8 few verbd dtemtions, from the Eecorde of the Ueologicsl Survey of India, m.VII, p. 12.1

THB following brief notes on the general geological structure of the hill ranges alluded
to are based upon observations made on a tour from Leh, vib Changchenmo, the high plains
of Lingzi-thung, KaraGgh, Aktsgh to SMh-i-dula, and upon corresponding observations
made by Dr. H. W. Bellew, accompanying His Excellency Mr. Forsyth's camp along the
Kamkoram route to this place.
Before proceeding with my account, I will only notice that our journey from Leh (or
M B k ) was undertaken during the second half of September and in October, and that we
found the greater portion of the country north of the Changchenmo valley covered with
snow-the greatest obstacle a geologist can meet on his survey. While on our journey the
thermometer very rarely rose during the day above the freezing point, and hammer operations
were not w i l y carried out. At night the thermometer sank, as a rule, to zero, or even to 8"
below zero, in our tents, and to 26" below zero in the open air. Adding to this the natural
difficulties of the ground we had to pass through, it was occasionally not an easy matter to
keep the health up to the required standard of working power.
Near Leh, and for a few milea east and west of it, the Indm flows on the boundary
between crystalline rocks on the north and eocene rocks on the south. The latter consist
chiefly of grey and reddish sandstones and shales, and more or less coarse conglomerates,
containing an occasional Nummzclite and casts of Pelecypoda. These tertiary rocks extend
from eastward south of the Pankong lake, following the Indua either along one or both
banks of the river, a~ far west as Kargil, where they terminate with a kind of brackish and
fresh-water deposit, containing Zelanice.
Nearly the entire ridge north of the Indus, separating this river from the Shayok, and
continuing in a south-easterly direction to the mouth of the Hanle river (and crossing here
the Indus, extending to my knowledge as far as Demchok), consists of syenitic gneiss, an
extremely variable rock as regards its mineralogical composition. The typical rock is a
moderately finegrained syenite, crossed by veins which are somewhat richer in hornblende,
while other portions contain a large quantity of schorl. Both about Leh and further
eastward extensive beds of dark, almost black, he-grained syenite occur in the other rock.
The felspar often almost entirely disappears from this he-grained variety, and quartz remains
very sparingly disseminated, so that gradually the rock passes into a hornblendic schist ; and
when schorl replaces hornblende, the same rock changes into layers which are almost entirely
cwmposed of needles of schorl. Again, the syenite loses in places all its hornblende, the
crystals of felspm increase in size, biotite (or sometimes chlorite) becomes more or less abundant, and with the addition of quartz we have before us a typical gneiss (or protogine gneiss),
without being able to draw a boundary between it and typical syenite. However, the gneissic
portions, many of which appear to be regularly bedded, are decidedly subordinate to the
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syenitic ones. As already mentioned, the rock often has a porphyritic structure, and the
felspar becomes pink, instead of white,-as, for instance, on the top of the Khardung pass and
on the southern slope of the Chhg-la, where large fragments are often met without the
slightest trace of hornblende. To the north of the last-mentioned pass the syenitic gneiss
gradually passes into thick beds of syenite-schist, and this again into chloritic schist, by the
hornblende becoming replaced by chlorite, while the other mineral constituents are gradually
almost entirely suppressed. The syenitic and chloritic beds alternate with quartzose schists
of great thicknw. The schistose series of rocks continues from north of the Chang-la to
the western end of the Pankong lake, and northwards to the Lankar-la, generally called
the Marsemik pass. On the western route Dr. Bellew met similar rocks north of the
Khardungpass at the village Khardung, and traced them northwards across the Shayok
up the Nubra valley to near the foot of the Sasser pass.
Intimately connected with the metamorphic schistose series just noticed is a greenish
chloritic, partly thin-bedded, partly more massive rock, which very closely resembles a similar
rock found about Srinagar. Only in this case certain layers, or portions of it, become often
distinctly or even coarsely crystalline, sometimes containing bronzite sparingly disseminated,
and thus passing into diallage. This chloritic rock forms the greater part of the left side of the
Changchenmo valley, and also occurs south of the Sasser pass. I think we have to look upon
this whole series of schistose and chloritic rocks as the representatives of the silu&am f o r m a t h .
After crossing the Changchenmo valley to Gogra, we met with a different set of rocks.
They are dark, often quite black, shales, alternating with sandstones. Many beds of the
latter have a 'comparatively recent aspect, and are rather micaceous, without the least
metamorphic structure, while the shales accompanying them very often exhibit a silky, submetamorphic appearance on the planes of fracture. I observed occasionally traces of fucoich
and other plants in these shales, but no animal fossils. On the Changchenmo route these
shaly rocks form the ridge of the Chang-lung pass, as well as the whole of the wmtern
portion of the Lingzi-thung ; and they are met again after crossing these high plains and
entering the Kamkhh valley, as far as Shmglung (or Dunglung). On the Kamkoram routs
Dr. Bellew brought specimens of similar rocks from the MastAgh (Karakoram) range itself.
There can be but Little doubt,-judging from similar rocks which I saw in Spiti, and from
their geological relation to certain limestones, of which I shall presently speak,-that we
have in the shaly series the carbmiferoua f o r m a t h represented.
I n many localities along the right bank of the Changchenmo river, then at the hot
springs north of Gogm, and on the southern side of the Chang-lung pass, we find the wboniGocr~'.
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Section of rocks at the hot springs of Qogra.

ferous beds overlain by trim& limestone, which often has the charaoteristic semi-oolitio
structure of the Krol limestone, south of Simla. At Gogra and several other places dolomi-
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tic beds occur; and, in these, sections of Dicerocardium Himalayeme are not uncommon.
I n other places beds are met with full of Crinoid stems. North of the Lingzi-thung plainto the west of which the hills are mostly composed of the same triassic limestone-a red
brecciated, calcareous conglomerate is seen at the foot of the Compass-la, but this conglomerate gradually passes into the ordinary grey limestone, which forms the ridge, and undoubtedly belongs to the same group of triassic rocks. The last place where I saw the
triassic limestone was just before reaching the camping ground Shinglung : here it is an
almost white or Light grey compact rock, containing very perfect sections of Megalodon
triqueter, the most characteristic triassic fossil. On Mr. Forsyth's route Dr. Bellew
met with similar triassic limestones on the northern declivities of the Sasser pass, and also
on the Kankoram pass, overlying the carboniferous shales and sandstones previously
aoticsd. On the Kakikoram the trimsic limestone contains spherical corals, very similar
to those which were a few years ago described by Professor Ritter von Reuss from the
HaIlstadt beds in the Alps, and which are here known to trayellera as Karakoram stones.'
Returning to our Lingzi-thung route, we leave, as already mentioned, the last traces
of triassic limestone a t Shinglung, in the Upper Karakhh valley. Here the limestone rests
upon some shales, and then follow immediately the same chloritic rock which we noticed
on the Lankar-la, alternating with quartzose schists, both of which must be regarded as
of upper palaozoic age.
At Kizil-jilga regular sub-metamorphic slates appem, alternating with red conglommte and red sandstones ; and further on dark slate is the only rock to be seen the whole
way down the Karakhh, until the river assumes a north-easterly course, some fourteen
miles east of the KaratBgh pass. From here my route lay in a north-westerly direction
towards AktBgh, and the same slaty rock was met with along the whole of this route up
to the last-mentioned place. Dr. Bellew also traced these slates from the northern side of
the Karakoram to Akthgh. They further continue northwards across the Sziget-16, a few miles
to its junction with the
north of the pass, as well as in single patches down the S ~ g eriver
t
Kamkhsh. The irregular range of hills to the south of the portion of the KarakBsh river,
which flows almost east and west from ShAh-i-dula, on its southern kide entirely consists of
these slates, while on the northern side it is composed of a he-grained syenite, which also forms
the whole of the Kuenluen range along the right bank of the Karaklsh river, and also is the
sole rock composing the hills h u t the camping ground at ShAh-i-dula. The slates of which
I spoke are, on account of the close cleavage, mostly h e , crumbling, not metamorphic, and
must, I think, be referred to the silurian p u p . They correspond to the metamorphic
schists on the southern side of the Khrakoram ranges.
Thus we have the whole system of mountain ranges between the Indus and the borders
of Turkish bounded on the north and south by syenitic rocks, including between them the
silllrrian, carboniferous, and triassic formations.' This fact is rather remarkable, for, south
of the Indus, we have nearly all the principal sedimentary formations represented, from the
silurian up to the eocene, and most of the beds abound in fossils.
The only exception to which I can allude on the Changchenmo route is near Kiurn, in
the Changchenmo valley. Here there are on the left bank of the river some remarkably
We are still somewhat in the dark es to the true nature of thew cnrions fossile. Dr. Wasgen mneidered them allied to aome
sponges (Artylogongia) described by Professor Ferd. Romer from Tennessee and from the Silurian pebbles in the drift of Silesia, and
certainly the resemblance externally and on cnt sections is very p a t , but hitherto no epiculee have been detected in the Karakoram
stonee. The p i m e n s have now been sent to Europe for identification.
On hie subsequent journey from Yarkaud, Dr. Stoliczka found that the highest portione of the Karakonun pam consimt of
liasei rookr (Tagling). See concluding portion of Geology, p. 45.
C
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recent-looking sandstones and conglomerates, dipping at an angle of about 45" to north by
east, and at the foot of these beds rise the hot springs1 of Gum. I think it probable that
this conglomerate has eastward a connection with the eocene deposits, which occur at the
western end of the Pankong lakea and in the Indus valley south of it.
I n the previous notes I have scarcely alluded to the dip of the rocks at the different
localities. The reason is, that there is, indeed, very great di5culty in directly observing both
the dip and the strike. At the western end of the Pankong lake the dip of the metamorphic
schists is mostly south-westerly, but further on nearly all the rocks dip at a moderate
angle to north-east, north by east, or to north. On the Lingzi-thung, just after crossing
the Chang-lung, the shales are mostly highly inclined, but further on the limestones lie
unconformably on them and dip to north-east. Wherever the hills consist merely of shales
and slates, their sides are generally so thickly covered with debris and detritus, that it
becomes almost an exception to observe a rock in sitw.
The debris is brought down in large quantities by the melting snow into the valleys,
and high banks of it are everywhere observable along the water-courses. At a somewhat
remote-say diluvial-period this state of things has operated on rt far greater scale. Not
only were the lakes, like the Pankong, much more extensive, but valleys, like the Changchenmo, or the Thnkse valley, sometimes became temporarily blocked up by glaciers, or
great landslips, and the shingle and clay deposits were often accumulated in them to a
thickness of two or more hundred feet. Near Aktagh similar deposits of stratified clay exist
of about 160 feet in thickness, and extend over an area of more than 100 square mil&?
There can be but little doubt that when these large sheets of water were in existence, the
climate of these now cold and arid regions was both milder and moister, and naturally more
favourable to animd and vegetable life than it is now. A proof of this is given, for instance,
by the occurrence of subfossil Succinece, Helices, and Pupce in the clay deposits of the
Pankong lake, while scarcely any land mollusk could exist at the present time in the same
place.
Note regarding t k occurrence of jade in the Karakdsh valhq on the southern borders of
Twrktan.
From Item& of fhe Qeologid Survey of India, Vol. VII, p. 51;and Qmt. Joar. Qeol. Soo., 1873, XXX,p. 568.1

The portion of the Kuenluen range which extends fromSMh-i-dula eastward towards
Khotan appears to consist entirely of gneiss, syenitic gneiss, and metamorphic rocks, these
being quartzose, micaceous, or hornblendic schists. On the southern declivity of this range,
which runs along the right bank of the Karakhsh river, are situated the old jade mines, or
rather quarries, formerly worked by the Chinese. They are about 7 miles distant from
the Kirgh'u encampment Balakchi, which itself is about 1 2 miles south-east of SMh-idula,. I had the pleasure of visiting the mines in company with Dr. Bellew and Captain
Biddulph, with a Yhkandi official aa ourguide.
1 The temperature of these hot springs variea from 60' to 126". They form no deposit of gypsum, like the springe north of
Gogra, bnt there is a good deal of soda deposit round them. (S).
I can find no mention of any eocene deposita at the western end of the Pankong lake in the diary. Some deposits are noticed
which oontain fresh-water shales, but are evidently much more recent. Some recent-looking yellow conglomerate or coarse sandstone
is mentioned in the Rimdi valley, north of the Pankong lake. There may be some mistake in the wording of the text here, due to
its having been printed in Dr. Stoliczka's absence.
For a description of the alluvial deposits of Iardak and the Upper Indu basin, nee Drew, Quart. Jonr. Geol. Soc., 1873,XXIX,
p. 441.
f
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We found the principal jade locality to be about 14 miles distant from the river, and at
s height of about 600 feet above the level of the same. Just in this portion of the range
a few short spurs abut from the higher hills, all of which are, however, as usual, thickly
covered with debris and sand-the result of disintegration of the original rock. The whole
has the appearance of being produced by an extensive slip of the mountain-side. Viewing the
mines from a little distance, the place seems to resemble a number of pigeon-holm worked
in the side of the mountain, except that they are rather irregularly distributed. On closer
inspection we saw a number of pits and holes dug out in the slopes, extending over a height
of nearly a couple of hundred feet, and over a length of about a quarter of a mile. Each
of these excavations has a heap of fragments of jade and rock at its entrance. Most of
them are only from 10 to 20 feet high and broad, and their depth rarely exceeds 20 or 30
feet; only a few show some approach to low galleries of moderate length, and one or
two are said to have a length of 80 or 100 feet. Looking on this mining operation as a
whole, it is no doubt a very inferior specimen of the miners' skill ; nor could the workmen
have been provided with any superior instruments. I estimated the number of holes at
about a hundred and twenty ; but s e v e d had been opened only experimentally-an operation
which had often to be resorted to on account of the superficial sand concealing the underlying rock. Several pits, also, which were probably exhausted at a moderate depth, had
been again fded in; their great number, however, clearly indicates that the people had been
working singly, or in small parties.
The rock, of which the low spurs at the base of the range are composed, is partly a thinbedded, rather sandy, syenitic gneiss, partly mica and hornblendic schist. The fehpar
gradually disappears entirely in the schistose beds, which on weathered planes often have the
appearance of a laminated sandstone. They include the principal jade-yielding rocks, being
traversed by veins of a pure white, crystalline mineral, varying in thickness from a few feet
to about forty, and perhaps even more. The strike of the veins is from north by west to
south by east, or sometimes almost due east and west ; and their dip is either very high tx+
wards north, or they run vertically. I have at present no suflticient means to mcertain the
true nature of this vein rock, as it may rather be called, being an aggregate of single crystals.1
The m i n e d has the appearance of albite, but the lustre is more silky, or perhaps rather
glassy, and it is not in any 'way altered before the blowpipe, either by itself or with borax
or soda,. The texture is somewhat coarsely crystalline, rhomboheclric f a c e being on a fresh
fracture clearly traceable. It sometimes contains iron pyrites in very small particles, and a
few flakes of biotite are also occasionally observed. This white rock is again traversed by
veins of nephrite, commonly called jade ; which, however, also occurs in nests. There appear
to be two varieties of it, if the one, of which I shall presently speak, really deserves the
name of jade. It is a white tough mineral, having an indistinct cleavage in two different
directions, while in the other directions the fracture is finely granular or splintery, as in
true nephrite. Portions of this mineral, which is apparently the same as that usually called
whits jade, have sometimes a fibrous structure. This white jade m l y occupies the whole
thickness of a vein; it usually only occurs along the sides in immediate contact with the
white vein rock, with which it sometimes appears to be very closely connected. The middle
part of some of the veins, and the greater portion of others, consist entirely of the common

' The
dolomite.

only specimen in the collection made by Dr. Stoliczka at thia place which

agree^

with hi^ description proves to be
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green jade, which is characterised by a thorough absence of cleavage, great toughness, and
rather dull vitreous lustre. The hardness is always below 7, generally only equal to that of
common felspar, or very little higher, though the polished surface of the stone appears to
attain a greater hardness after long exposure to the air. The colour is very variable, from pale to
somewhat darker green, approaching that of pure serpentine. The pale-green variety is by
far the most common, and is in general use for cups, mouth-pieces for pipes, rings and other
articles used as charms and ornaments. I saw veins of the pale green jade amounting in
thickness to fully 10 feet; but it is by no means easy to obtain large pieces of it, the
mineral being generally fractured in all directions. Like the crystalline vein-mineral, neither
the white nor the green variety of jade is affected by the blowpipe heat, with or without
addition of borax or soda. Green jade of a brighter colour and higher translucency is compratively rare, and, on that account, no doubt much more valuable. It is usually only
found in thin veins of one or a few inches ; and even then it is generally full of flaws.
Since the expulsion of the Chinese from Y4rkand in 1864, the jade quarries in the
Karak4sh valley have become entirely deserted. They must have yielded a considerable partion of the jade of commerce ; no doubt the workmen made a good selection on the spot,
taking away only the best coloured and largest pieces; for even now a great number of fair
fragments, measuring 12 to 15 inches in diameter, form part of the rubbish thrown away
as useless.
The Balakchi locality is, however, not the only one which yielded jade to the Chinese.
There is no reason to doubt the existence of jade along the whole of the Kuenluen range, as
far as the mica and hornblendic schists extend. The great obstacle in tracing out the
veins, and following them when once discovered, is the large amount of superficial debris
and shifting sand which conceal the original rock in situ. However, fragments of jade may
be seen among the boulders of almost every stream which comes down from the range. We
also observed large fragments of jade near the top of the Sanju pass, which, on its southern
side at least, mostly consists of thin-bedded gneiss and hornblendic schist.
Another rich locality for jade appears to exist somewhere south of Khotan, from whence
the largest and best coloured pieces are said to come ; most of them are stated to be obtained
as boulders in a river bed, though this seems rather doubtful. Very likely the Chinese
worked several quarries south of Khotan, s i m h to those in the Karakbh valley, and most bf
the jade from this last lomlity was no doubt brought into Khotan, this being the nearest
manufacturing town. A great number of the better polished ornaments, such as rings, $c.,
sold in the bazar of Yhrkand, have the credit of coming from Khotan ; possibly they
made there by Chinese workmen, but the art of carving seems to have entirely died away,
and indeed i t is not to be expected that such strict Mahomedam as the Yfkkandeea mostly
are would eagerly cultivate it. If the Turkistan people will not take the opportunity of
profiting by the export of jade, or if no new locality of that mineral is discovered within
Chinese territory, the celestial people will feel greatly the want of the article, and good -ed
specimens of jade will become great rarities. The Chinese seem to have been acquainted
with the jade of the Kuenluen mountains for the last two thousand years, for Khotan jade
is stated1 to be mentioned " by Chinese authors in the time of the dynasty under Wufi
(B. C. 148-86)."
Yule's Manx, Polo, Vol. I, p. 177. (5.)
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P A R T 111.
[ From B e c o d of the Oeological Survey of Indb, Vol. VII, p. 4; end Qumrt. Jom. Oeol. h.1874,
, Vol. XXX, p. 571. ]

INa former communication I had already occasion to notice, that the m k s composing
the Kuenluen range near SMh-i-dula chiefly consist of syenitic gneiss, often interbedded, and
alternating with various metamorphic and quartme schists. Similar rocks oontinue the
whole way down the Karakash river for about 24 miles. After this the road follows,
in a somewhat north-westerly direction, a small stream leading to the Sanju (or Grim) pass.
Here the rocks are chiefly true mica schist, in places full of garnets. Near the summit, and
on the pass itself, chloritic and quartzose schists prevail, in which veins of pale-green jade
occur, numerous blocks containing this mineral having been observed near the top of the pass.
All the strata are very highly inclined, often vertical, the slopes of the hills, and in fact of
the entire range, being on that account rather precipitous, and the cresta of the ridges themselves very narrow.

r. Metamorphic rock1

m. Submetamorphic ncbIrtr. 1. Slates.

E Samdrtona and conglommtu.

Section from tk Sanju Paaa to Kiwtiz.

To the north of the Sanju pass we again meet with metamorphic, mostly chloritic schists,
until we approach the camping place T h , where distinctly bedded sedimentary rocks cap
the hills of both sides of the valley. They are dark, almost black, silky slates, resting
unconformably on the schists, and are overlain by a grey, partly quartzitic sandstone, passing
into conglomerate. The last rock contains particles of the black slates, and is, therefore,
clearly of younger age. Some of the conglomeratic beds have a remarkably recent aspect,
but others are almost mktamorphic. I n none of the groups, the s l a b or sandstones or
conglomerates, have any fossils been observed ;but they appear to belong to some palmzoic
formation. They all dip at from 40' to 50" towards north-east, extending for. a h u t 14
miles down the Sanju valley. Here they are suddenly cut off by metamorphic schists,
but the exact place. of contact on the slopes of the hills is entirely concealed by debris. The
schists are only in one or two places interrupted by massive beds of a beautiful porphyritic
gneiss, containing splendid crystals of orthoclase and biotite ; they continue for about 18
miles to the camp Kiwliz. On the road, which often passes through very narrow portions
of the valley, we frequently met with old river deposits, consisting of beds of gravel and very
fine clay, which is easily carried off by only a moderate breeze, and fills the atmosphere with
clouds of dust. These old river deposits reach in many places up to about 150 feet
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above the present level of the river, which has to be waded across at least once in
every mile.
At the camp, KiwAz, the hills on both sides of the valley are low, composed of a comparatively recent-looking conglomerate, which in a few places alternates with beds of reddish,
sandy clay, the thickness of the latter varying from 2 to 6 feet only. These rocks strikingly resemble those of the supra-nummulitic group, so extensively represented in the neighbourhood of Mari. They decompose very readily, covering the slopes of the mountains with
loose boulders and sand, under which very Little of the original rock can be seen. Near the
camp the beds dip at about 40" to north-east, but about one mile and a half further on a low
gap runs parallel to the strike, and on the other side of it the beds rise again, dipping with
a similar angle to south-west, thus forming a synclinal at the gap. Below the conglomerate
there crops out a grey, often semi-crystalline limestone,' containing in some of its thick
layers large numbers of Crinoid stems, a Spimyer, very like 8. 8triat2.48, and two species of
Fenestelle. Following the river to north by east, this carboniferous limestone again rests on
chloritic schist, which, after a mile or two, is overlain by red sandstone, either in horizontal
or very slightly inclined strata. Both these last-named rocks are very friable, easily
crumbling between the fingers, particularly the latter, from which the calcareous cemenb has
been almost entirely dissolved out. At Sanju the red sandstones underlie coarse grey calcareous sandstones and chloritic marls, some beds of which are nearly exclusively composed
of Gy p h e a ueaimlosa,e many specimens of this most characteristic middle cretaceous fossil
being of enormous size. The Qryphea beds and the red sandstones are conformable to each
other; and although I have nowhere seen them interstratzed near their contact, there is
strong evidence of their being both of cretaceous age. Both decompose equally easily, and
the Qrylohcea beds have indeed in many plac~sbeen entirely denuded. They have supplied
the greater portion of the gravel and beds of shifting sand, which stretch in a north-easterly
direction towards the unknown desert land.

I.

Chlorit~cschist,

2.

Carbonifemua limestone.

3. Red sandstone.

6 Sandstones and m r l s with Cryphra vmcn*m.

5. Conglomerate with reddish clay

(? tertiary).

Section from Kiraciz lo Sanju, distance about 2 miles.

On the road from Sanju to Y&rkand, which first passes almost due west, and after some
distance to north-west, we crossed extensive traots of these gravel beds, and of low hills
almost entirely composed of clay and sand, though we only skirted the true desert country.
Locally, as, for instance, near Oi-toghrak and Bora, pale reddish sandstones crop out from
under the more recent deposits, but they appear to be newer than the cretaceous red sand-'
stones, underlying the Gryphma beds: the former most probably belong to some upper
This carboniferous limestone had been previously noticed by Dr. Henderson, who gave a sketch of the section : "Lahore to
Yirkand," p. 107.
0. w h l a t ' i d in the original ; but ee this'is an upper cretaceous species, and the specimens reeemble' G. ossiculora, I think
the latter is the name which Dr. Stoliczka intended to use.
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tertiary group.' Among the sandy and clayey deposits I was not a little surprised to find
true Loess, as typical as it can anywhere be seen in the valleys of the Rhine or of the DanubeI might even speak of " Berg " and " Thal-Ldss," but I shall not'enter into details on this
occasion, for I may have a much better opportunity of studying this remarkable deposit.
At present I will only notice that commonly we meet with extensive deposits of Aoees only in
the valleys. Its thickness varies in 'places from 10 to 80 and more feet-a fine yellowish
wnstratified clay, occasionally with calcareous concretions and plant fragments. I n Europe
the origin of this extensive deposit was, and is up to the present date, a disputed question.
Naturally, ifa geologist is not so fortunate as to travel beyond the " Rhein- " or " Donau thal,"
and is accustomed to be surrounded with the verdant beauty of these valleys, he might
propose half a dozen theories ; and, as he advances in his experience, disprove the probability of
one after the other, until his troubled mind is wearied of prosecuting the object further.
Here in the desert countries, where clouds of fertile dust replace those of beneficial vapour,
where the atmosphere is hardly ever clear and free from sand, nay occasionally saturated with
it,-the explanation that the Aoess is a eubai;l.ial aepoeit is almost involuntarily pressed upon
one's mind. I do not think that by this I am advancing a new idea; for, unless I am very
much mistaken, it was my friend Baron Richthofen who came to a similar conclusion
during his recent sojourn in Southern China.
Yhrkand lies about 6 miles from the river, far away from the hills, in the midst of a
well cultivated land, intersected by numerous canals of irrigation; a land full of interest
for the agriculturist, but where the geological mind soon involuntarily falls into repose. And
what shall I say of our road from Yhrkand to KBshghar ? Little of geological interest, I am
afraid.
Leaving Yhrkand, we passed for the first few miles through cultivated land, which, however, soon gave way to the usual aspect of the desert, or something very little better. A
few miles south-west of Kokrabht a low ridge runs from south-east to north-west. If we
are allowed to judge from the numerous boulders of red sandstone and Gryphma marl,
some of considerable size and scarcely river-worn, we might consider the ridge as being
composed of cretaceous rocks. But one hardly feels consoled with the idea that in wading
through the sand he is only crossing a former cretaceous basin, and that the whole of this
country has remained free from the encroachment of any of the csnozoic seas. It is very
dangerous to jump to conclusions regarding the nature of grciund untouched by the geological
hammer. The answer to any doubt must for the present remain a desideratum.
On the fourth day of our march, approaching YangihissBs, we also crossed a few very
low ridges ; but these consisted entirely of gravel and marly clay beds, most of them dipping
with a very high angle to south by east, the strike being nearly due' east and west. South of
Yangihisshr the ridge bent towards south-west, and there was also a distant low ridge traceable in a north-easterly direction, the whole having the appearance of representing the shore
of some large inland water-sheet. From Yangihwh to Ktishghm we traversed only low land,
usually more or less thickly covered with a saline efflorescence, but still to a considerable
extent cultivated.

-

' Fmm a note in the diary of May 31st, made on the return journey from Ybrkand, it appeam that Dr. Stoliczka ultimately
considered these rocks the eqoivalente of some examined north of Kbhghar, which he termed Brtysh beds.
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P A R T IV.
[From Beomd~of the Oeologid Survey of India, Vol. VII, p. 18; and Quart. JOIU.Oeol. b.,
1874, Vol. XXX, p. 174.1

AFTERtl stay of nearly a month in our embassy quartem at Yangishahr, near U h g h a r ,
the diplomacy of our envoy secured us the Amir's permission for a trip to the Chadyr-kul, a
lake situated close on the Russian frontier, about 112 miles north by west of Khshghar,
among the southern branches of the Thian Shan range. Under the leadership of Colonel
Gordon, we-Captain Trotter and myself-left Ymgishahr about noon on the last day of
1873, receiving the greeting of the new year in one of the villages of the Artysh valley,
some 36 miles north-west from our last qua,rtem. On the 1st of January 1874 we marched
up the Toyanda river for about 20 miles to a small encampment of the Kirghiz, called Chungterek ; and following the Toyanda, and passing the forts Mirza-terek and ChakmBk, we camped
on the fifth day at Turgat-bela, about 11miles south of the Turgat pass, beyond whidi,
6 miles further on, lies the Chadyr-kul. On the sixth we visited the lake, and on the day
following retraced our steps, by the same route we came, towards Khshghar, which we reached
on the 11th January.
Having had a day's shooting at Turgat-bela, and one day's halt with the Eng's
obliging officers at the Chakmhk fort, we were actually only nine days on the march, during
which we accomplished a distance of about 224 mil-. It will be readily understood that,
while thus marching, there was not much time to search for favourable sections in out-of-theway places, but merely to note what was at hand on the road. I can therefom only introduce my geological observations as passing remarks.
having the extensive loess deposits of the valley of the Khhghar Darh, the plain rises
very gradually towards a low ridge, of which I shall speak as the Artysh range. It is remarkably uniform in its elevation, averaging about 400 feet, somewhat increasing in height towards
the west and diminishing towards the east, which direction is its general strike. This range
separates the Khhghar plain from the valley of the Artysh river, which cuts through the
ridge about 8 miles nearly due north of the city. Viewed from this, the entire ridge
appears very regularly furrowed and weather-worn on its slope, indicating the softness of the
material of which it is composed. One would, however, hardly have fancied that it merely
consists of bedded clay and sand, mostly yellowish white, occasionally reddish, and sometimes with interstmaed layers of greater consistency, hardened by a calcareous or silicious
cement. On the left bank, in the pasgage of the river through the ridge, the beds appear in
dome shape, gently dipping towards the Khhghrtr plain on one side, and with a considerably
higher angle into the Artysh valley on theother. On the right bank at the gap all the
exposed beds dip southward, those on the reverse of the anticlinal having been washed away
by the Artysh river up to the longitudinal axis, and thus exposing almost vertical faces.
These remarkably homogeneous clayey and sandy beds may appropriately be called Artysh
b e d ; and although I could nowhere find a trace of a fossil in them, it seems to me very
probable that they are of marine origin and of neogene age.
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The southern slopes of the ridge am on their basal half entirely covered with gravel,
which in p h even extends to the top, assuming here a thickness of from 10 to 16 feet.
Locally the gravel beds are separated from the main range by a shallow depmsion, forming
a low ridge which runs along the base of the higher one, and from which it is, even in the
distance, ,clearly discernible by its dark tint. The pebbles in the gravel are mostly of small
size and well river-worn; they are derived to a very large extent from grey or greeniah
sandstones and shales, black or white limestone, more rarely of trap, basalt, and of gneiss.
With the exception of the laat-med rock, all the others had been met with in situ in the
Upper Toyanda valley. The pieces of gneiss belong to a group of metamorphic rock which is
usually called Protogine. It is mainly composed of quartz and white or reddish orthoclase,
with a comparatively small proportion of a green chloritic substance. The white felspar
variety g e n e d y contains as an accessory mineral schorl, in short, rather thick, crystals.
I shall subsequently d u d e to the probable source from which the protogine pebbles might
have been derived.
From Artysh we marclled, as already stated, northwards, up the Toyanda river, and for
the next 22 miles one was surprised to find nothing but the same Artysh and gravel deposits,
the former constantly dipping at a high angle to north by west, and the latter resting on
them in slightly inclined or horizontal strata ; while among the recent river deposits in
the bed of the valley itself the order of things appeared reversed. The gravels, having
first yielded to denudation, here underly the clays derived from the Artysh beds, thus
preparing an arable ground for the agriculturist, whenever a favourable opportunity offers
itself. A few miles south of Chung-terek, the laminated Artysh beds entirely disappear
under the gravel, which from its greater consistency assumes here the form of a rather tough,.
coarse conglomerate. I n the bend of the river the latter has a thickness of fully 200 feet,
and is eroded by lateral rivulets into remarkably regular Gothic pillars and turrets. It is
rare to meet with a more perfect imitation of human art by nature. The general surface of
the gravel deposits is comparatively low, from 400 to 600 feet above the level of the river ;
it is much denuded and intersected by minor streams and old water-courses.

Tekki range.

I . Gnrel, occasionally hardened into conglomerate.
Limestone gmvel.
1. Yellowish and reddish aandy and clay be& (Anyah beds).
3. Basalt.
4. Tertiary ~ n d s t o n e sand conglomerates, red or white, with hands of
doleritic and greenstone rocks interstratified.
5. Bedded limestone conglomerates.

lo.

6. White dolomitic limestone.
1. Dark semi-metamorphic schists and slates.
8. Dark limestone.
9. Blackish triassic limestone.
lo. Triassic ? greenish shales below the limestone.
11. Paleozoic shales, slates and sandstones.
11. A band of white and reddish crystalline limestone.

Section from Ka'sh~hrto the ChMtyr Lake.

At a couple of miles north of Chung-terek the Koktan range begins with rather abrupt
limestone cliffs, rising to about 3,000 feet above the level of the Toyanda. Nearly in the mid-
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dle of it are situated the forts Mima-terek and ChakmBk, some ten milea distant from each
other. The southern portion of this range consists at its base of undulating byem of
greenieh or purplish shales, overlain by dark-coloured, mostly black, limestone in thick and
thin strata, the latter being generally earthy. The limwtone occupies all the higher elevations,
and, as is ,generally the case, greatly adds to the ruggedness of the mountains. About 6
miles north of Chung-terek, I found in a thick bed of limestone an abundance of Megal&
triquetev, a large Pinrta, a Spiri$erina of the type of S. stracheyi, blocks full of L i t b dendrma corals, and numerous sections of various small Uastropoda. Thinner layers of the
same limestone were full of fragments of Crinoid stems, and of a branching Ceriqora, the
rock itself bearing a strong resemblance to the typical St. Cassian beds. I n this place the
shales, underlying the limestone, were partly interstratifled with it, in layers of from 6 to
10 feet; and from this fact it seems to me probable that they also are of trimsic age,
representing a lower series of the same formation.
I?roceep&ng in a north-westerly direction, the Megatodon limestones are last seen near
Mirza-terek. From this place the greenish shales continue for a few miles further on, much
disturbed and contorted ; and at last disappear under a variety of dark-coloured shales,
slates, and sandstones, with occasional interstratified layers of black, earthy limestone. The
strike of the beds is from east by north to west by south, and the dip either very high to
north or vertical. At Chakm6k the river has cut a very narrow passage through these almost
vertical strata, which rise precipitously to about 3,000 feet, and to the south of the fort
appear to be overlain by a lighter-coloured rock. It is very difficult to say what the age of
these slaty beds may be, as they seem entirely unfossiliferous, and we can a t present only
regard. them as representing, in all probability, one of the palseozoic fomtions.
About 5 miles north-west of Chakmhk a sensible decrease in the height of the range
takes place, and with it a change in the geological formation. The palseozoic beds, although
still crossing the valley in almost vertical strata, become very much contorted ; while, unconf ormably on them, rest reddish and white sandstones and conglomerates, regularly bedded,
and dipping to north-west with a steady slope of about 40 degrees. The rocks, though
evidently belonging to a comparatively recent (csenozoic) epoch, appear to be much altered
by heat, some layers having been changed into a coarse grit, in which the cement has almost
entirely disappeared. I liave not, however, observed any kind of organic remains in them.
A little distance further on, they several times alternate with successive, conformal~lybedded,
doleritic trap. The rock is either hard and compact, being an intimate, rather fine-grained
mixture of felspar and augite in small thin crystals, or it decomposes into masses of various
,greenish and purplish hues, like some of the basic greenstones.
After leaving the junction of the Suyokand Toyanda (or C l i a k d k ) rivers, and turning
northwards into the valley of the latter, the panorama is r d y magnificent. Shades of white,
red, purple, and black compete with each other in distinctness and brilliancy, until the whole
series of formations appears in the distance capped by a dark-bedded rock.
Although, judging from the greater frequency of basaltic boulders, we M
y knew
that this rock must be found further north, we hardly realised the pleasant sight which
awaited us on the march of the 4th January, after having left our camp a t Gulja, or Bokumbashi. The doleritic beds increased step by step in thickness, and after a few miles we
pmsed through what appeared to be the centre of an extensive volcanic eruption. Along the
banks of the river columnar and massive basalt was noticed several times, with occasional
small heaps of slags and scorise, among a few outcrops of very much altered and disturbed
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strata of red or white sandstone, thus adding to the remarkable contraat of the scene. I n
front of us, and to the right, stretched in a semicircle a regular old Somma; the h o s t
perpendicular walls rising to about 1,600 feet above the river, and clearly exposing the stratiiication of the basaltic flows, which were successively dipping to north-east, eaat, and southeast. On our left, as well as in an almost due western direction, portions of a similar Somma
were visible above the sedimentary rocks, all dipping in the opposite way from those ahead
of us. The cone itself has in reality entirely disappeared by subsidence, and the cavity was
Wed with the rubbish of the neighbouring rocks.
Passing further north we crossed a comparatively low country, studded with small rounded
hills and intercepted by short ridges, with easy slopes ; the average height waa between 12,000
and 13,000 feet. This undulating high plateau proved to be one of the head-quarters of the
K u Q a ( O v k karelini), chiefly on account of the very rich grass vegetation which exists here.
For this the character of the soil fully accounts. The entire ground was shown to consist of
limestone gravel and pebbles of rather easily decomposing rocks, mixed with the ashes and detritus, evidently derived from the proximity of the volcanic eruption. Only rarely was an isolated
basaltic dyke seen, or the tertiary sandstone cropping out from under the more recent deposits.
Viewing the country from an elevated position near our camp at Turgat-bela, the
conglomerate and gravel beds, well clad with grass vegetation, were seen to stretch far away
eastwards, and in a north-easterly direction across the Turgat pass ; while on the south they
were bounded by a continuation of the somewhat higher basaltic h i . Towards the west
I traced them for about 7 miles, across a low pass at which a tributary of the Toyanda
rises in two branches ; while on the other side two similar streams flow west by south to join
the Suyok river. To the north the proximity of a mther precipitously rising range shut the
rest of the world out of view. For this ridge the name Terak-tagh of Humboldt's map may
be retained; its average height ranges between about 16,000 and 17,000 feet. In its
western extension it runs almost due east and west, composed at base of a tough limestone
conglomerate of younger tertiary origin, followed by white dolorhitic limestones, and then by
a succession of slaty and dark limestone rocks, the former occasionally showing distinct
signs of metamorphism, and changing into schist. All the beds are nearly vertical or very
highly inclined, dipping to north by west, the older apparently resting on the younger.
North of Turgat-bela the range makes a sudden bend in an almost northerly direction,
and continues to the Chadyr-kd, where it forms the southern boundary of the lake plateau.
By this time the white dolomitic, and afterwards the slaty beds, have entirely disappeared,
and with them the height has also diminished. A comparatively low and narrow branch of
the range which we visited consists here entirely of dark limestone, which in single fragments is not distinguishable from the trim limestone of the Koktan mountains, but here
it does not contain any fossils. The ridge itself, after a short stretch in a north-east by north
direction, gradually disappears under the much newer conglomeratic beds.
Across the Chadyr-kul plain the true Thian Shan range was visible, a regular forest of
peaks seemingly of moderate and tolerably uniform elevation. The rocks all exhibited dark
tints, but most of them, as well as the hills to the west of the Chadyr-kd, near the sources
of the Arpa, were clad in snow. The lake itself was frozen, and the surrounding plain covered
with e white sheet of saline efflorescence.
Brief sketch of the geological history of the hill rcvngee traversed. -In order that the
preceding r e m h may be more easily understood, I add e few words r e w n g the changes
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which appear to h a w taken place at the close of the c~nozoicepoch within the southern
offshoots of the Thian Shan which we visited.
Short as our sojourn in the mountains was, it pr&ed to be very interesting and equally
instructive. Humboldt's account of the volcanicity of the Thiaa Shan, chiefly taken from
Chinese souroes, receives great support ; but we must not speculate further beyond confiding in the expectation that both meso- and caenozoic rocks will be found amply represented
in it.
As far as our present researches on the physical aspect of the country extend, we may
speak of three geologically different ranges : the Terek range, which is the northernmost, the
Koktm in the middle, followed by the Artysh range, below which begins the Khshghar plain.
All three decrease in the same order in their absolute height, the last very much more so than
the middle one. The first consists of old sedimentary rocks, the second of similar rocks in
its southern party, while younger tertiary and basaltic rocks occupy the northern portions ;
the third is entirely composed of young tertiary deposits. The general direction of all
the ranges is from west to east, or nearly so : this direction evidently dating from the
time when the whole of the Thian Shan chain was elevated. The undulating high plateau
between the Terek and the Koktan is, near Turgat-bela, about 8 miles wide, the
distance between the two ranges diminishing westward, while in the opposite direction it
must soon more than double. Judging from the arrangement of the pebbles, which, as
already noticed, are half derived from limestone, the direction of the old drainage must have
been from west to east, and must have formed the head-waters of the Aksai river, which on
the maps is recorded as rising a short distance east of the Chadyr-kul. Similarly, the gravel
valley between the Koktan and Artysh ranges indicates a west to east drainage, and its width
appears to have approximately averaged 20 miles. About 3 miles north of Chung-terek
a secondary old valley exists, also extending from west to errst, and is diametrically cut
across by the Toyanda river. In this valley, which was formerly t r i b u w to the one lying
more southward, the gravel beds accumulated to a thickness of fully 100 feet. As the
Artysh range did not offer a sufliciently high barrier, masses of the gravel passed locallv
over it or through its gaps into the Kgshghar plain, which itself at that time formed a thir;d
large broad valley.
Thus,at the close of the volcanic eruptions in the hills north of ChakmBk, we find
three river systems all flowing eastward, and made more or less independent of each other
by mountain ranges, about which it would, however, not be fair to theorise (in the present
s h t e of our knowledge) on the causes of their assumed relative position. It must have bWn
a t that time that the pebbles of protogine were brought down from some portion of the hills
lying to the west; and it would be interesting to amertain whether or not this rock ia anywhere in that direction to be met with in situ.' When the turbulent timea of Vulcan's reign
became exhausted and tranquillity was restored, the whole country south of the axis of the
1 In Severtzof'a journey to the western portion of the Thian Shan (Jow. b y . aeogL
1870, pp. 352, &c.) metamorphic rock8
are stated to be largely developed in the ranges further to the north-west. A large trsd of geologically unexplored monnbinR
intervenes, however, between the southern limita of Severtzfls examination and the C h a d p k d . Baron Oaten-Sacken'sjourney
&a the Chadpkul, from Vernoye to the neighbourhwd of Khhghar (Jour. Roy. Oeogl. Sot, 1870, p. W),
contains scarcxly any
information as to the geology of the countries traversed. He does not even notica the volcanic m ~ k e8011thof the Chadyr.kul.
See remarks at the end of Part V, p. 33.
I t is perhap ae well to point out here, what will probably have occurred to many geologiets who have read thus far. The
ppological school to which Dr. Stoliczka belonged haa not, I believe, accepted the views ~revalentamongst moet English
to the extent of anbagrial denudation. It is far from improbable that some of the geological phenamena attributed by Dr. Stoliczka
to subsidence might by other observers be considered pe a simple effect of dinintegration and removal by rain-water.
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Thian Shan must have greatly subsided, and the wider the valleys, the more effectively
was the extent of subsidence felt. To support this idea by an observation, I may notice
that north of Chung-terek, at the base of the Koktan range, the Artysh beds have entirely
disappeared in the depth, and the gravel beds overlying them dip partially under the
Trim limestone,-a state of things which cannot be explained by denudation, but only by
subsidence and consequent overturning of the older beds above the younger ones. A similar
state of things is to be observed on the Terek range, where the young tertiary Limestone
conglomerate is in some places of contact overlain by the much older dolomite. Now, if the
broad valley of the Khhghar plain sank first, and gradually lowest, as it in all probability
did, we find a more ready explanation of the large quantities of loose gravel pouring into
it and accumulating at the base of the Artysh range.
The sinking in of the volcanic centre north-west of Chakmtik first appears to have
drained off the former head of the Aksai river, making it the head of the Toyanda instead ;
and to the north of the Terek ridge it was most probably the cause of the origin of the
Chadyr-kul. The subsidence of the country followed in the south, making it possible for the
united Suyok and Toyanda rivers to force their passage right across the Koktan range,
strengthen the Artysh river, cut with facility through the Artysh range, and join the Khhghar
Daria. While thus indicating the course of the comparatively recent geological history of
the ground, it must be, however, kept in mind that this change in the system of drainage
had no essential effect upon the direction of the hill ranges. This, dating from muoh older
times, was mainly an east-westerly one, following the strike of the rocks which compose the
whole mountain system.
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PART V.
[From the Recorda of the Geological Survey of India, VoL VIII, p. 18.1

UNDERthe personal guidance of the Envoy, we--Dr. Bellew, Captain Chapman, Captain
Trotter, and myself-left Yangishahr on the 14th of February, reaching iiltyn-Artysh at a
late hour the same day. A halt of two days was desirable to enable us to make all necessary
arrangements for our further movements. However, before I proceed, I shall endeavour to
give the reader an idea of the geographical position and limits of the country, of which I shall
speak in the subsequent lines.
The data are derived from a general survey by Captain Trotter, and from information
given by the Hakim Mahomed Khoja.
Altyn-Artysh, which is the chief place of the province, lies approximately about 23
miles north by east of Yangishahr. It is situated in the western part of the Yilakl on
the Bogoz, here called Artysh river, andnorth of a low ridge which separates the Artysh
valley from the plains. The southern boundary runs along this ridge for about 10 miles
west of Altyn-Artysh, and from there almost due north to the crest of the Koktan range ;
then along this range eastwards of the Belauti pass, and from thence in a south-western
direction to the village of Kushtignak, some 16 miles north of Faizabzid. From here the
southern boundary runs close to the right bank of the Khhghar river, until almost
opposite to where the Artysh river runs into the plains.
During the first four days we all marched in company up the valley of the Bogoz river
to the fort Tongithr, about 23 miles to the north by west ; then to a Kirghizl camp, Bashogon,
in a north-easterly direction ; Tughamati almost eastern, and Ayok-sogon in a south-eastern
direction; the directions being from the last camps respectively.
At Ayok-sogon Captain Trotter and I separated from the rest of the party, and marched
northwards along the Ushturfan road to Jaitapa, and from thence across the Jigda Jilga
in a north-east by eaat (?)direction to the camp at UibuUk, crosshg the Uibul& pass, passing
a second jilga, and turning then for almost 9 miles moie northwards to the Belauti
pass, beyond which Lies the valley of the Kakshal or Aksai river.' On our return we passed
Ayok-sogon, Kartiwd, about a mile from our former mrdp of the same name, and visited
Kulti-ailak and FaizabSd, returning to Yangishahr on the 3rd of March.
It was not a very favourable time for travelling in these regions, not so much on account
of the cold, as in consequence of the heavy falls of snow which appear to occur over the
whole of the Thian Shan during the second half of February and h t half of March. During
the last few days of February we were almost constantly wading in fresh-fallen snow, though
pn the saline plains it melted very rapidly. The snow naturally interfered seriously with our
observations.
1 Yilak, or Aiiak, is the summer, Kishlak the &tar,
residence. Amongst the pastoral wandering tribes of Central Ania, it is
the practice to drive all the animale to higher eMationa for pasture in summer, and to bring them to lower ground when the
upland paetures are covered with snow. The Grms mentioned are used by the T b k tribea
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into regular limestone conglomerate. Above this are beds of solid grey dolomitic limestone,
partly massive, partly stratified ; the former possessing the character of reef limestone, and
portions of it areindeed full of reef-building c o d , crinoid stems, and a large Spirifkr, the
sections of which, when seen on the surface, have a striking resemblance to those of Megalodon.
North of Tongit& and about Bhh-sogon I met in several places great numbers of fossils,
but they were so M y cemented in a calcareous matrix that only a few could be extracted.
Among these I could recognise a small Belkrophcm, Productuo semireticulatm, and an
athyris. A new Terebratula was also very common. Here, about Bhh-sogon and Tughamati, greenish shales occurred often interstratified with the limestones, beds of which mere
highly carbonaceous ; the shales appeared to be unfossiliferous.
The limestone hills, which, as already stated, are a continuation of the Koktan range,
extend in a north-easterly direction the whole way to south of the Belauti pass, where they
are overlaid by a particularly well-bedded dark limestone very similar to that containing
Megalodon north of Chung-terek. On this limestone rest greenish and purplish sandstones
and shales which occupy the pass and the adjoining hills to the north-west of it ; mineralogically these last rocks are quite identical with what we understand under the name of
Bzcnter samdateirc," and it is by no means improbable that the Belauti beds are also of
triaasic age, as they succeed in regular layers those of the carboniferous formation.
A peculiar feature in this part of the hills consists in the occurrence of extensive plains
to which the name jilga is generally applied. It means originally, I think, merely a watercourse, and, on a large scale, these plains may be looked upon as water-courses of former
water-sheets. They occur at the base of the high range, and in some respects resemble the
ddns of the southern slopes of the Himhyas. North of Tongith one of these large
plains occurs within the limestone rocks, being surrounded by them on a l l sides. It must
be about 30 miles long from east to west, and about 16 from north to south. Several
isolated limestone hills and ridges occur in it, and it is drained off by the Bogoz and Sogon
rivers, the former rising in the south-west, the latter in the south-east corner. The average
elevation is about 6,000 feet. The greater portion is covered with a, low scrubby vegetation,
and, near the rivers, with high grass. The principal camping grounds are Bhsh-sogon and
Tughamati. The whole plain, which affords good pasturage ground, is occupied by about
120 tenta of Kirghiz during the summer.
The next jilga is the Jigda Jilga. It differs considerably both in its physical situation
and in its general character from the former. It stretches from west by south to eaat by
north for about 36 miles, while the diameter of the eastern half is about 20 and that
of the western about 12 miles. Save for a few low hillocks it is almost a level plain
throughout. On the north-western, northern, and north-eastern side it is bounded by the
Koktan range, from which several water-courses lead into it, one about the middle from the
north, and one from north-east of considerable size, this containing a large quantity of
crystalline pebbles ; the rock from which they are derived must be in eitu nem the axis of the
ridge. A third big stream comes from the eaat, leading from the Uibul&k pass. None of
these streams had any water in them. On the south, east, and south-east the plainis bounded
by the much lower hills composed of Artysh beds ; their slopes covered with gravel.
An elevated gap or saddle situated in the south-wdt corner appears to connect this j i l p
with that of Tughamati. There is no drainage from this jilga ; all the water is absorbed by
the enormous thickness of sand and mud which fills the entire basin.
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The southern part of the jilga, particularly south-east of Jaitupa, is lowest, and here a
large quantity of pure salt, in s m d cubical crystals, is collected. The fact that there is such
rt large quantity of saline matter together with salt swamps in the southern part, seems to
prove that this jilga at leaat, and probably most of the others, had been washed out by the sea,
and that, while others had gradually, though only partially, drained off the saline matter, this
one retained it, because it has at present no outlet. It is in fact a dried-up saline lake, which
at some remote time was cut off from the sea, of which it was a fiord.
A third jilga is south of the Belauti pass and north-east of the lJibu.Uk pass. It is
' . about 8 miles in breadth and the same in length. There are two large water-courses
leading to it from the range. On the southern side it is enclosed by Artysh and p v e l beds
but whether an outlet exists is not known. A southerly outlet very likely exists.
[Some little information as to the geology of the Thian Shan may be gained from
Russian travellers, although, so far as I am aware, no general description of the range has been
hitherto attempted by them ; nor, indeed, have the mountains been sufficientlyexplored to
enable its geology to be thoroughly understood.
With the exception of publications in the Russian language, the only original papers
in which the geology of the Thian Shan is treated, so far as I know, are those by Semenoff
and Severtzoff,' Osten-Sacken's interesting journey across the mountains, from Vernoye to the
neighbourhood of Khhghar,' affording very little geological information. A very good general
r&um6 of the section across the Thian Shan is given by Professor Suess in a work which
has recently appeared on the " Origin of the Alps," in which the geology of various mountain
chains is discussed. The following translation will probably serve to give a better idea of the
constitution of these mountain ranges than any which I could compile from the same
materials.
After dwribing Dr. Stoliczka's discoveries, Professbr Sums says, referring to the Russian
explorers," From these works it appears that these mountains are solely composed of old mks, stratSed and un, diorite succeed old slates, and then p h z o i c limestoneg amongst which
stratified. To granite, ~ e n i t e and
the existence of mountain limestone is proved by fossils. The newest formation is Permian (hthiegende) in
the form of red sandstone and conglomerate, locally containing salt and gypsum. A band of red porphyry
mns along the northern foot of the meat northerly of these chains, the k s - I l i - A l a t a u .
" NO-mesozoic or tertiary beds are known to &cur; consequently the succession of strata is nearly the same
aa in the Kuenluen, and as, according to Richthofen, in a great portion of the Chinese empire. The mountains are composed of great folds, the strike of which occasionally corresponds with that of the separate chains.
"The main chain of the Thian Shan consiets, according to Semenoff, of two parallel axes of granite and
syenite, the southern of which forms the principal ridge of the mountains)I the northern the ridge of a

'

1 Semenoff; Erforschnngsreh im Innern hiens im Jahre 1857, Pet. Mit., 1868, p 350: Narrative of an exploring expedition
from Fort Vernoye to the western a h m of Issik-kul Lake, Eastern 'J!urkestan.-Jour. Roy. Qeogl. f
k
,
1869, p. 311.
Severtzoff: A journey to the western part of the caleetial range (Thian Shan), Jour. b y . Qeogl. Soo., 1870, p. 343 (translated
from the Ruseian).-Erforachung des Thian Schen Qebiigesysteme, &., Erganzunphefta No. 42,43, Pet. Mit., 1876.
Jour. Roy. Qeogl. Soc., 1870. p. 260.
a Entahehung der Alpen, 187.5, pp. 1!36,14!2.
e
n adopted for these various monntain chains by Russian and &man geographers are cumbrous, and might be
The m
simplified with advantage. The Trans-Ili-Alatan ia the range just eouth of Fort Vernoye, and is the more northern of two parallel
chains north of Lake h i k (Issik-knl).
' The main range in coneidered to be that lying south of Lake Iesik. The higheat and best marked portion of this main
range lie8 further to the eastward than the meridian of the lake.
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s e c o n d q chain. Betmeen the two the palmozoic rocks rise to a considerable elevation, forming
synclinal and longitndinal valleys. We shall follow the section to the north-east, from the foot of the principal
ridge, -orto Severtzoffs latest accounts, and begin a t the Naryn River, the valley of which is bounded
on the south by an outer mge of the Thian Shan, the Chakir-tau. This consists of granite and mica schist,
the opposite slope of the valley being entirely composed of contorted clay-slate, which locally, overlaid by dark
violet porphyry conglomerate, extends to the north-west to the top of the Sari-tau, in which, a t the paw of
Bmkoum, syenite is exposed.
"Proceedin2 from this pass towards Lake Issik diorite and serpentine are first seen; then mountain
limestone, which forms a synclinal. Tbis synclinal coincides with the longitudinal v&y separating the Ssri-tau
from the next range to the north, the Terskei-Alatau, and this latter corresponds to the Sari-tau ridge
precisely, so that, on the north side of the intervening d e y , first mountain limestone with the slope reversed,
then diorite, and finally syenite, are met with. Below, on the shores of Issik-kul, sandstone is found, which
may be compared with the carboniferous strata of the Kara-tau.' At the eastern end of Iseik-kul the little
m g e of Kisil-kijaa consists of red argillaceous sanddone; this range lies nearly in the direction of the
greatest (longitudinal) diameter of the lake iteeIfJ and in the line of strike of the Rothliegende a t the western
end of the lake, in the gorge of the Boam atream and on the northern slopes of the Khighiz Alatau.8
Pmcdmg over the Santssh p a s into the region of the Tmns-lli-Alatan, this is found to consist of granite
intersected by two or more bands of limestone standmg a t high angles or bent into trough-shaped curves; one
of these bands forming the ridge between the rivers Chilik and Chanishk.
" Finally, the granite northern slopes of the Trans-Ili-Alatan, as already stated, are terminated, towards the
nor* by a long but rather low chain of hills which consist of porphyry."]
North of Chemkend and Taehkend.
2 Taams mountains on some m a p
I
Now called on many maps Alelandrovski range.
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P A R T VI.
FROM
YANOIHISS~R,
E~HGEA
TO R
PANJAH,
,
IN WAKEAN,BY THE LITTLE P ~ I RAND
,
RETURN JOURNEY BY THE

GREATPBMIR.

[THISsection, like that describing the country between Mari and Leh, is simply compiled
from Dr. Stoliczka's diary. It commences from Yangihissh, two marches, or about 40 miles,
from Khhghar, on the road to Piirkand. Thence the route followed led in a south-west direction
through the district of Sarikol (Sirikol) to the frontier of W a k k , at or near AktBsh, a,
distance of about 150 miles in a direct line, and thence in a west-south.west direction for 120
miles more across the P6xni.r steppe to Panjah or Kila Panjah in Wakhh. The road from the
Piirkand frontier to Panjah traverses a district known as the Little P&, and follow8 the more
southern of the two streams which units near Panjah to form the head of the Amu or Oxus; the
m t m routs Co Aktash was by the northern stream (that followed by Wood) and the Victoria
lake. Prom Akt&sh the party with which Dr. Stoliczka was associated returned by the same
routs as before to Yangihks~. The geological notes made on this portion of the return eastward journey have been incorporated with those made in the same localities on the weshad.
route. The former largely supplement the latter, which were made ,when the ground was
much conceded by snow.]
Mwch 2lst, Yangihiesdr to Ighiz Yw.-StaFted for Sarikol under Godon, with Biddulph and Trotter. March of about 18 miles almost due south. A mile fmm Y a n g i W
we crossed several low ridges, extending for about a couple of miles, of what appeared
to be upper Artysh beds, consisting of sand, clay, and conglomeratic beds. The dip was at
f h t north by east, then the beds were horizontal, and further on they dipped to south by
west. Crossed the yangihiss&r stream, and traversed, firat, a saline plain, and then one of
gravel. The ascent throughout was very graduala but must have amounted altogether to
more than 1,000 feet.
March 22nd, Aktala.-A march of about 18 miles, chiefly in a south-western direction.
The low hills west of I g h Par are composed of lower Artph beds, hmdened greenish sandstones much contorted? Leaving Ighiz Yar, we crossed the plain for about 3 miles, and
then entered the n m w valley of the Rin or Ring river.
The mks at the entrance are lower Artysh sandstones, much contorted and *bed.
They continue for fully a mile, and am then succeeded by greenish sandstones and shales
of a much older appearance. These rocks are again at Grst very much disturbed, but further
on they dip regularly at a low angle to west by south, or even to west. The general dip,
however, appeam to be north-east. N m r to the camp &tala, the sandstones and dates
alternate with highly carbonaceous shalea and slates, and some highly ferruginous or hsema1 On the m t n i route from the PBmir and Wakhfrn on this mamh from Bktale to Ighiz Yar the following remark m r a : "The
=me elates and thin-bedded mudstones continue all the way. Towards the plain they alternate with ooareer and oonglomeratic
beds ;but they d appear to belong to the name old series." I infer frwn thk that Dr. Stoliczks was finslly inclined to believe thst
the rocks nemr Ighiz Yar,which he at fir& aesigned to the Brfyeh be& (tertiary), were really older.
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titic beds. These older beds very much resemble those we saw about Chakmkk,' which also
may turn out to be the same we saw north of Tbm.' The sides of the hills are more or less
thickly covered with loess dust, which much obscured the bedding of the rocks. I found
no fossils.
Among the river boulders I noticed boulders of the red sandstone we saw south of Sanju,
and a greenish syenitic rock.
AIlala.

Sdaak r o t a .

I. Clay, loo feet aborc the plain.
a. Gravel and locss.
J. Slates and undstoncs, occasionally conglomeratic.

I

Ighrr Yar.

4. Earthy limestone.
I. Sandstone and cong1omLN.r
6. Greenstone.

Section from Scisak Taka to Ighiz Yur.

March 23rd, Sdiak Taka, 139 miles.-The dark slates, shales, and sandstone continued for
a couple of miles, then followed greenish chloritic and felspathic rocks, very much like those
south of Sanju, but more massive, being in fact a form of greenstone. These cttp the whole
series, and in one or two places come down to the bed of the river. Next follow earthy
limestones, whitish or dark in colour, without any fossils, and then shales, carbonaceous
slates, &c., with occasional conglomeratic beds and coarse sandstones. The whole of this
series appears to be the same we saw on the road from Tiim to Sanju. Some of the strata
very highly carbonaceous, but not a trace of a fossil anywhere.
March 24th, Kmkasu.-Fourteen miles up the river Kaakaau. Nothing but the same
carbonaceous slates and shdes which are probably palaemoic, or occasional beds of grey more or
less coarse sandstone, or even conglomerate. Not a trace of a fossil anywhere. The beds are
mostly much disturbed and contorted, but where tracea of regularity occur, they are seen
dipping to south-west at an angle of about 60'. About half-way the old rocks were overlain
by a n old alluvial deposit, mostly consisting of boulders of the red sandstone, somewhat
sparingly intermixed with boulders of gneiss. I have, however, not seen anywhere in situ the
red sandstone; the greater portion seems to have come from a valley leading into the Kask m from the west about 4 miles east of our camp at Kaakasu. In several of the
streams ooming from the north, pebbles of white dolomitic limestone are seen containing a
fossil Like Bellerophon. These are probably from the white limestone, which is seen further
on from the pass, and which is probably carboniferous. There were also blocks of a black
earthy limestone, full of crinoid stems ; this last is probably Silurian and interbedded with
the black slates. A very similar limestone was seen on the road, but it contained no crinoids.
Harch 26th, Ckhil Goncb&.-A short march of 11miles across the Kaskasu pass. The
hed of the K a a h u river was strewn with boulders of gneiss, which must have come from
the head of the stream. East of the pass the rocks are the same as before ; p a h z o i c slates,
sandstones, and conglomerates striking north and south, nearly vertical, much qmtorted, but
sometimes dipping to the westward. On the pass the beds apparently dip north-east, but the
strike is very indistinct, the surface being covered with fine clay, partly derived from the
North-north-westof Khehghar, p. 26.
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decomposition of the slates, but principally, in all probability, a subaerial deposit, like the
loess. I n some places this clay covering is thin, and on a sharp incline parts of it are often
carried away, so that some of the slopes have a rather rugged appearance. Looking north
from the pass, I saw what was evidently limestone on one of the hills ; it was probably the
same as the carboniferous limestone seen south-west of Sanju, but there was no possibility
of getting near the hill. I n a north by east direction I saw red thin-bedded sandstones
capping one or two hills, the beds apparently dipping to north-east. This red rock wm very
probably identical with the cretaceous red sandstone north-west of Sanju, thus remarkably
indicating that thie portion of the hills is a continuation of the Kuenluen.
From the pass to Chehil Gombhz the rocks are pttlaeomic carbonaceous slates, very variable in strike and dip. Near the pass the strike is indistinct : in the valley north of Chehi]
Gombh, it is nearly east and west, the beds being vertical and much contorted.
March 26th, Pasrobdt (across the Torat pass).-The whole way nothing but the same
carbonaceous slates and shales, and partly sandstone, were seen. They were dipping at a very
high angle to north by east or north-east by east. I n some places they were interbedded
with crystalline limestone, and with white quartzite, in strata of about 40 to 50 feet in
thickness. At the junction of the two streams, the Pasrobtit and the Tongithr, and much
higher up, I noticed old diluvial gravel, in some places up to the thickness of 300 feet,
the boulders mostly consisting of crystalline gneissic rock: some of the boulders are of
huge dimensions, and all are well-rounded. These boulder deposits must have been formed
by enormous rivers and large quantities of snow. The gneiss is either he-grained, with
biotite mica, sometimes h o s t schistose, or it is porphyritic with rosy quartz, white felspar
and a greenish mica. There is little schorl to be observed in any of the pieces.
Barch Hth, Tdrbhhi, about eight miles ila a western direction.-The c a r b o n k u s slates
and sandstone continued for about a mile from camp, seeming, however, more micaceous.
Then they gradually changed into dark carbonaceous mica schists with garnets ; this again
into light-coloured mica schist, with more white quartz and less garnets, and this
after about two and a half miles from camp into gneiss. All the strata were dipping at about
60" to north-east and north-east by east. I n many places gravels conceal the rocks to a
height of 150 feet above the river. On the greater heights dark-coloured schistose rocks are
seen ; theyrare mostly hornblendic.
March 28th, Ba1ghwn.-A
march of about 20 milea across the Chichiklik plain and
the Kokmninjik pass. All the rocks around are gneiss, which gets gradually schistose, but it
is cleaved in all directions and breaks up easily ; the irregular cleavage entirely obliterates the
bedding.
March 29th and 30th, Balghun to Chushmm, amd theme to Tmhkzirgdn (Sarikol).-Two
marches of rather more than 20 miles altogether. The rocks are all metamorphic schists, rarely
micaceous, but chiefly chloritic, quartmse, and hornblendic. North-west of the camp the dip
is west by north ; previously it was east by south. On the western side of the valley are thick
gravel deposits, the boulders mostly of gneiss and syenite.
April 2nd, Xa;l.shubar, 16 miles.-The whole way nothing but gneiss, in merent variations, was to be observed. At first where we entered the Tongitk (valley), the fine-grained
pale-whitish gneiss was interstratified with dark gneiss and syenitic gneiss, full of schorl ;
further on, syenitio gneiss prevailed, then bands of beautiful reddish gneiss occurred in it,
with reddish-brown quartz, reddish glassy felspm in large crystals, and bits of schorl.
Further Gn, the gneiss became more ordinary, both coarse and fine grained.
k
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April 3rd, Kogachak, near Aktd8h.-[Frontier of Sarikol belonging to KAshghar, and
Wakhbn under the rule of Kabul.] Followed up the valley for about a mile, when the gneiss
was apparently underlain by black palseozoic slates, strike almost from east to west, and the dip
very little towards the gneiss--or, rather, the beds mere vertical. I could not h d a trace of
fossils. The slate is brittle, and very much cleaved in different directions : it mould not do for
roofing purposes, unless large quarries meres opened. The slates continued for more than a
mile, then they gradually became calc;treous, and a series of thin-bedded whitish limestones
followed-first, again, almost vertical, but, a little further on, distinctly dipping at an angle of
about 50" towards the slates, though evidently younger. The limestone was dolomitic and
highly bituminous, but unfossiliferous. After about a mile it changed to grey limestone, and
became slaty. Then followed a band of greenstone for about half a mile, overlain by
bromnish-black shales, apparently carboniferous ; and these shales mere overlain by greenish
dolomitic crinoidal limestones, lithologically the same as those which I found to be carboniferous in the Artysh district. I dare say this limestone is also carboniferous. However, the
upper beds of this limestone series are paler, and apparently less dolomitic ;and in them I found
a cordiform pelecypod, like Megalodon, very common. Possibly the whole of the limestones,
but certainly those on the western side of the range, are triassic. They rest here on purple
and greenish shales and slates, which are afterwards traversed by greenstone. (See also d q
of May 6th.)
April 4th, 0nkul.-A march of about 24 miles. Crossed a spur over an old gravel
deposit, and traversed a valley, the rocks on both sides of which were whitish triassic limestone, resting on reddish shaly rock, which, again, overlaid black slates, evidently palmzoic.
Before we reaclied camp the slates rested on gneiss.
April 6th, Oi-kul or K u l - i - P h i r Khurd (Little Pdmir Lake).-Marched about 24 miles
along the valley of Primir Khurd, or Little Ptimir. The rocks composing the hills to the left
of the valley are all gneiss to an elevation of 2,000 or 2,500 feet above the valley; those to the
right are higher and more sharply ridged, but their composition could not be ascertained.
April 6th, &angar.-Marched about 24 miles. After 6 miles, in a west by south
direction, the hills to the north became black slates, resting on gneiss. These same slates
were seen dipping at an angle of about 60" to north-east by north at the entrance into the
valley, which mas here very narrow. They were overlain higher up by reddish s l a k and conglomerates, and the whole of the series has bands of quartzite, often intercalated : one of these
quartzite bands seems to have passed right across the stratification of the slaty rocks at the
entrance of the narrow part of the valley from the Pbrnir, which here terminates. The
gneiss on the P&mirappears to have had only a very slight dip to north. The black slaty
rock continued all the way to camp.
April 7th, Daraz-diwdn, 16 miles.-Black slates, dipping north by east, were seen on
both sides of the valley, and on the right the purplish or reddish slates and conglomerates rested
on them. The conglomerates consisted of angular boulders of white quartzite in a reddish or
purplish matrix. I saw fra,penta of similar conglomerate in the Sanju river.
April 8th, Sarhada.-March of 11miles. For the first 2 miles black slates were seen dong
the road, which was above the level of the river; further on, the slates rested on the same finegrained gneiss which we had seen at P&mir Khurd, until within half a mile of Sarhada, ahere
the slate again came down into the valley.
Throughout the valley, from the spot where it was entered from P4mir Khurd, old banks
of bedded clay and gravel are seen up to 1,200 and 1,600 feet above the present level of the
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river. They arc generally seen at the turns of the river, and can be traced all the way down,
but are nowhere more extensive. Before the river cut its present deep bed, its course was
probably often interrupted, and small lakes formed, or, at least, its course was retarded, so as to
form these deposits.
April 9th, loth, and llth, Sarhada to Patir, halting at Patuch and Yiir.-Three marches
of 4$,15, and 12 miles. Black slates alone were seen till 9 miles beyond Patuch, thence
gneiss (fine-grained) and metamorphic rocks for the remainder of the way. The gneiss is
sandy, and disintegrates easily.
April 12th and 13th, Patir to Panjah, or E l a Panj, halting at Zang ; 20 miles from the
former, only 3 from the latter.
[No special description of the geology is given. The beds seen were probably all metamorphic, the same as before. A hot spring opposite Patir is said to rise in black metamorphic slates.]
All the hills at Panjah consist of a metamorphic quartzose schist, which composes the
hills on the left bank of the valley. The rocks dip to south or south by east into the valley :
a few miles west they are overlain by dark hornblendic schist.
[After a halt of 12 days in Panjah, the party marched back to U h g h a r territory by the
Great P*,
re-entering their former line of march at Kanshubar, east of aktash.]
April 26th and Z t h , Panjah to Langerkish, 6 miles only.-Visited the hot spring near
Zang : the water is 120". The rocks are quartz, hornblendic, and mica schist, with garnets,
dipping to the south-east.
April Hth, Yumkhana, 16 miles.-Old clay deposits reach to about 2,000 feet above the
present level of the river. The metamorphic schists are very variable, but highly micaceous
throughout (containing biotite) ; they still dip to the south-east, and include beds of white
marble. On the left bank of the river they seem to dip under the gneiss, which is not distinctly stratified.
April 2&h, Yolmazdr, 12 miles.-Rocks same as before-all finegrained gneiss, with
biotite,-very much resembling the Himalayan central gneiss, with biotite mica, hversed mostly
by thin veins of albite granite, with muscovite. It really seems that this is the continuation of
the central gneiss, in which the Spiti and Z&skar secondary rocks may form a bay, extending
from south-east towards north-west. About Dnis the secondary rocks go over a saddle into
Kashmir, b t the gneiss continues northward. Hornblendic beds often occur in the gneiss ; they
consist of dark, rather homogeneous rocks, which include hornblende and staurolite crystals.
April 29th to May lst, Yolmazdr to Lake Pictoria ( I;tToodYsLake).-Three marches, dtogether about 37 miles.
[Rocks throughout described as gneiss ;that on the first march described as containing a
little green mica or chlorite ; on the second but little rock was seen in place, the valley being
largely occupied by beds of pebbles and boulders, which form terraces along the sides, whilst the
hills were covered with snow. The gneise seen was " remarkably altered, craggy, conglomeratic,
split in all directions, and as if it had been burnt," but no trace of an eruptive rock was seen.]
The shingle boulders were mostly rounded ; some of very large size only slightly so, and
mixed with sand. The whole mass must have been accumulated more by the agency of snow
and ice than running water.
[The hills around the lake are described as entirely of gneiss, and rather sharply pointed.]
The lake is about two miles in width, and surrounded by terraces of rounded worn boulders, mixed
with sand. These terraces rise to at least 100 feet above tbelake, and show that the lake was
formerly mucb more extensive than it now is, [The details will be found in the diary.]
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May 2nd, Shmhtupa, 18 miles.-For the first 6 or '7 miles the rocks are apparently
gneiss ; further, black slates and shales overlie the metamorphic rocks, and the hills on both
sides become more rounded. Immediately above the gneiss the slates look rather metamorphic,
but, further on, they are of the usual type, and reddish beds overlie them near the camp.
The dip is low to north by east.
[The whole march nearly was over what Dr. Stoliczka terms " shingle beds," and the
watershed was formed by a mixture of boulders and sand. See diary.']
May 3rd, Isligh, 18miles.-About three miles north of camp the upper reddish slates of
the silicious group are overlaid by darkish grey limestone, dipping to north by east. I found
no fossils in it. This limestone (a) is about 1,000 feet thick, and extends for about a quarter
of a mile. Then follows a very indistinctly stratified white or light grey limestone ( p ) ,
which must be at least 2,000 feet thick, and extends for about one mile. I saw Crinoid stems
in it, but nothing else. After this follows, again, a darker grey limestone, evidently belonging to a Merent series, being unconformable on the former. This series of limestones forms
the highest ridge, some of the rugged mountains rising to fully 20,000 feet; and the
thicknws of the rocks must be from 3,000 to 4,000 feet. The general strike is west by
north to east by south, and the dip to north by east, or almost north, with angles ranging
from 80" to 90". The thickness of this limestone series must be about 3,000 feet. The
whole of these limestones appear to be of palseozoic age--probably for the most part carboniferous.
After this follows a great series of dark shales, with beds of limestone. The shales themselves (8) are highly carbonaceous, and the limestones are earthy, mostly thin-bedded, but
greatly contorted, rising in more or less vertical ridges.
May 4th, B kthh, 36 miles.-After four miles over the plain, the road led for two miles
through a narrow gorge between limestone (c), on which, further on, rest brownish, rather
silicious sandstone, and grey, then black, crumbling shales. The road crosses a low pass, and
then follows through these shales, in almost a due eastern direction, to the junction with the
Isligh. The whole road passes through these shales, with rt little sandstone, but more of the
earthy limestone. The series extended north, as far as I could see, the shale hills being
rounded, and the limestone ridges sharp. Greenstone appears to pierce through it in the
distance, and the elevations of the hills appeaw to decrease. South of the road runs the
high limestone range in a west by north to east by south direction towards Akthsli. The shales
( 8 ) and limestones (e) appear to be triaasic. Near Isligh I saw a lot of Rhynchonella? in one
of the earthy limestone beds, but could not extract any thing very recognisable.
May &thyhalted at Akthh.-Going about a mile north of camp, and then tunring in a
western direction up a gorge, I found myself north of the great limestone hill, and here, resting
on the limestone, were the dark crumbling shales, exactly like the Spiti shales in mineralogid
character. The shales (8) contained a few beds of the brown sandstone, but both appeared
entirely unfossiliferous. I n the interbedded limestone (e) I found, however, a great number
of Rhynchcmellce, which decidedly appear to be triassic, if not younger. I n the more compact limestone I could only see crinoids, no other distinguishable fossil ; not a trace of a
Cephalopod. I n a block of more earthy grey limestone loose in the stream bed I got several
~hy~chcmellce
; but I am not sure whether that limestone is (I) ;it seems more probably ( r )
1 Tt is not quite clear from the diary whet Dr. Stoliczka's views were on the subject of these accumulation. He repeatedly
says they must have been brought down by snow, or snow and ice. He never mentions glaciers or moraines, and never notices the
presence or absence of striation on the racks.
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Afterwards I went south of the camp, where on our road westward1 I got a section Like
that of a Megalodon. The limestone is mostly dolomitic, white or light grey, and less
bituminous than (I).
I got crinoid stems in it, a i d a s d Pecten; I could not say whether
lower trias or wboniferous.
May 6th, Kamhabar (same camp as on April 2nd).-Two and a half miles from AktBsh,
at a spot where the stream from the Nezatash pass is joined by another flowing from
the south-east, there is a mass of greenstone in the shales, and east of that mass the shales
are very much altered, evidently indicating that the outburst of the greenstone must have
taken place after the deposition of the triassic shales. Looking north, the shales continue
for about a couple of miles, composing the hills, which rise to about 3,000 feet above thevalley.
To the north-west is a great mass of greenstone again, while a sharp ridge of limestone runs
through the shales, corning from the west, and disappearing and broken up towards the east.
Further on, the shales are seen to be overlain by reddish sandstones and shales, towards the top
much alternating with greenish-grey beds ;and this series is again capped by a light-brownish
m k of inconsiderable thickness. These h t rocks and the limestones dip north by east, but
the crumbling shales are very much contorted, mostly by the greenstone.
The section from A.kt&sh to the north is something like this :AktaIh.

I.

Gnvel.

SL Limestone (c).

a. Reddish and greenish sandatones, be.
3. Shales

(8)

Triassic.

4. Carboniferous limestones
5. Greenstone.

Thic.

(0 and y ) .

Sketch 8ection of the rock8 north of Aktaah.

Proceeding towards the Nezathsh pass, I found in the limestone ( t ) dark beds full of
Ealobia Lmelli 7, and I also noticed the Rhynchonella limestone, which is very ertrthy and
brown, in 8ita in the shales. I n the limestone (e) Bhynchonella?are very rare, or, at least, very
diflicult to observe. The limestone (I) is, however, always very much less bituminos than
(7). and usually darker, and weathers out in flakes, which peel off the d a c e , while (7) is
u s d y massive. Limestone (E) forms the NezatBsh pass in a ridge crossing the pass, but
the p a g e itself is in shales, which are also seen in a kind of basin east of the pass, the
baain being quite encircled by very high cWs of limestone (e). Crossing into the stream,
which comes from the south, and combines with that flowing eastward from the pass, I
observed a number of pelecypod sections in the limestone, which appear to belong to Megalodm. They were rather large, but otherwise not distinguishable.
Further on, the shales were several times crossed by greenstone, and then followed the
bedded p y mok. The carbonifemu8 limestone ridge runs from aktssh almost due eastward,
and about 5 miles before reaching h h u b a r it turns gradually to south-east, still retrtining
its great height.
[From Kanshubar the return route to Ydrkand vib Ighix Yar was over ground previously
traversed, and the geological notes have already been incorporated with those of the journey
westward.]
L

See notes for April 8rd, p. 38.
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PART VII.

[THIS route lies in general considerably to the west of that traversed by Dr. Stoliczka in
the preceding autumn. For two marches from YELrkand to Karghalik the road is the same as
before ;thence it leads a little west of south across the Kuenluen to the upper valley of the
Yhkand river ; it turns eastward up the valley of that stream as far as AktAgh, where it
meets the former route, but it then turns southward across the Kamkoram pass. The
following notes commence from Karghalik and are copied, like those in the preceding section,
from the diary .]
May 31st, Karghalik to Beshterek, 20 miles.-The f i s t 10 miles over gravelly desert ;
thence the road lies up the Kugih stream, a broad desert valley, nearly a couple of
miles wide. Gravel beds, as much as 160 feet thick in places, extend up to the village : they
are evidently alluvial, and not Artysh beds, though the reddish sandstones at Born belong
to the latter. Less rests on the gravel, and in places has been re-deposited by the river and
stratified. There is a good deal of this stratified loess in the valley itself, but it is chiefly
sand.
Jme lst, Kugih, 17 miles.-For
14 miles the road lay across desert, over somewhat elevated terrace land of sand and gravel. About 4 miles north of Ku@, Artysh
beds, clayey sandstone, and fine conglomerate are seen below horizontal beds of diluvial
gravel. Further on, they again entirely disappear under the diluvial terraces, which rise
about 200 feet above the elevated ground. The amount of sand, clay, and gravel brought
from the hills is something enormous. The Artysh beds evidently form the axis of the low
ridge, which runs from east to west, about 4 or 6 miles north of Ku@; but they are covered
with diluvial gravel.
Jme2nd, Ak Magid, about 27 miles.-The h t half of the road is entirely over gravel
beds, then a grey dolomite begins to crop out. The beds undulate, but the general dip is
north : not a trace of a fossil could be detected. Further on, close to camp, a reddish, somewhat silicious sandstone, and thin-bedded streaked limestone of the same colour, with a high
northerly dip, underlies the grey dolomite, and rests upon other grey and whitish dolomitic
limestone, less distinctly stratified. As a rule, dust covers all the slopes of the hills so thickly
that, except on a precipitous cliff, not a trace of solid rock can be seen. I n the valley, loess
attains a thickness of fully 30 feet ; it is partly stratified, but the accumulation appears
mostly due to moisture.
June 3rd, Chiklik, 13 miles.-Up to the foot of the pass the grey limestone rock continues,
gradually becoming in places thinner bedded, streaked, and metamorphic. Near the foot
of the pass it changes to a stratified chloritic rock, while the grey limestone occupies the
1

Thew were noticedin Part 111, and were observed on the r o d between Sanju and Ybrkand; ants, p. 21.
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greater height. The green rock alternates with thick beds of a white quartzose and calcareous schist, and beyond the pass the green rock becomes more solid, loses its stratification,
and becomes a regular greenstone, exactly like that I met with east of Sastekke, on the
Sarikol road. Black slate I only saw in one or two places, and then in mere fragments or
blocks ; but it is evident that the whole series of rocks is the same as that south-west of SanjuJune 4th and 6th, Chiklik to camp, about 2 miles west of Mazarkhoja.-Two short
marches, together about 16 miles. Nearly all the way nothing was seen but greenstone, similar
to that near SasAk Taka : towards the end of the second march this unstratified greenstone
is overlain by chloritic schists and other bedded metamorphic rocks, resembling those to the
north of the Sanju pass.
June 6th and 7th, Mazarkhoja to Grinjikalik.-Two marches, together 18 or 19 miles. A
mixture of metamorphic rocks was met with, like those north of the Sanju pass, dipping at a
rather high angle to north-west, west, and south-west. The whole series seems much disturbed.
The prevalent rock isa quartziticand highly hornblendic schist, traversed in all directions by ramifying veins of white quartz, with some schorl, and by other darker veins, containing hornblende.
J u w 8th, Jirak8heldi, 10 miles.-The same metamorphic rocks continue for about a mile
beyond yesterday's camp, and rest here on light-coloured, rather fine-grained gneiss, which is
indistinctly stratified, and dips to the north-west. It is traversed by dark hornblen'dic veins.
This greyish white gneiss continues for a couple of miles, and rests on an unstratzed mass of
fine gneiss porphyry,' similar to that I saw west of Sarikol. This fedlspathic gneiss seems to
form the axis of the whole metamorphic mass ; for, further to south by east from this camp,
within about a mile, it is again overlain by the same somewhat he-grained greyish-white
gneiss, dipping to the south. !Chis gneiss is, again, overlain at the camp by almost vertical and
much-contorted beds of black shale, grey sandstone, and conglomerate, the same as I saw
north of TBim. The coarse conglomerate has a comparatively recent aspect, but the whole
series of rocks must be upper palzeozoic, although one cannot help doubting the fact.
June 9th, Kulwllaldi, 12 miles.-[This march led across the main ridge of the Kuenluen
by the Yangi pass (16,000 feet), and down again into the upper valley of the Yhrkand river.
The corresponding pass to the eastward crossed on the journey to YArkand is that of Suget.]
From yesterday's camp, the sandstones, conglomerates, and interhedded shales continued
up the pass, where the conglomerates were of great thickness, evidently occupying the top
of the series, and dipping with a slight angle to west. On the other or western (southern) side of
the pass, the conglomerates and sandstones all continue for about 2h miles highly inclined, and
dipping towards east by nbrth!; they rest at about the third mile from the pass on black slates,
which soon pass into dark grey and greenish metamorphic schist, sometimes with small garnets.
Yrrakrhrdl.

I, Conglomerate; 2, Sandstone;
,pnitoid) porphyritic gneiss.

J,

Shales ;

Yangz.

Ynrkond r w n .

Black slates; 5, Metamorphic rocks, dark-coloured, with qrrartzite; 6, Fine-grained gneiss,; 1, Unshatificd

Sect& acroaa the Yangi Paaa, north of Ydriand Ricer.

The metamorphic series is often traversed by veins of a solid greenstone-like rock, and
towards the Yhkand valley there is a considerable thickness of a white quartzitic schist,
Evidently, from the dewription, a granitoid rock.
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more or less massive : under it lies a brownish sub-metamorphicschist, which is also found on
the other side of the Yihkand river at the camp.
J w loth, Zrghiz Jangal, I6 miles.-The sub-metamorphic schists near Kulunaldi are
overlain by s reddish, very ooasse conglomerate, and from be&ath this, further along the road,
a series of grey and pink metamorphic schists crops out, occasionally with graphitic layers
intershtxed. The last continue up to camp. The beds dip first to west 30" north, and
afterwards h o s t west. The coarse, reddish conglomerates am the m e which I saw in
going from the P e - k u l to the camp Langar, in Wakhhn.
Jwne llth, Kashmir Jilga, about 244 miles.-The rocks are a l l grey silky, or brownish mica
schist. For the first 14 miles it is diilicult to see any stratscation, the schists having
distinct bacillary cleavage ; but further on, the schists dip to the north-east on the right
bank, and for the last 6 or 7 miles the valley runs along an anticlinal, the beds dipping
on the right bank to north by east, and on the left bank to south by west, at an angle of
about 60". The schists decompose easily, and cover the slopes with fine debris. Almost
all along the bank of the river there are extensive deposits of detritus, some of them con.
taining beds of clay and sand, left by the river. At the openings of the lateral ravines there
are extensive fans of debris, some of them more than 100 feet thick.
Jw12th, Kflelalzg, 11 miles.-Rocks the same all :the way; greenish metamorphic
schists, often alternating with graphitic layers. The schists decompose and break up very
readily, and the hill-sides, in some cases up to the top, are covered with debris, loose or
cemented together. The dip is very v&ble, usually at a high angle to south-west or south.
Juw 13th, Aktdgh, about 20 miles.-[Here the road joins that followed on the journey
northward, but it immediately diverges again.]
dkldph.

R'oobjJca.

1, Brgillaeeons beds (3 tertiary); 2, Shaly mob-metamorphic beds (trim); 8, Grey limestones (trine.); 4, Red limeatonen, with Annorits8
)atterri, kc. (trim) ; 6, ? Triua; 6,Dark triaseio limestone ; 7, Limeatone (P carboniferous); 8, 0rey limeatonea (? carboniferool); 9, Red
calcareous mandstone; 10, Sub-metamorphic achita

Section near Bktdgh.

The schists, greenish and metamorphic in general, but blackish and sub-metamorphic in
parts, continue for about a couple of miles along the river; they are mostly almost vertid.
Then some of the beds incline to the south, and are more regularly bedded ;but there does not
seem to be any distinct break between these latter and the vertical beds. After the second
mile the greenish silky schists are overlain wmfomably by reddish earthy and calcareous
sandstones of about 160 feet in thickness, dipping regularly to south by east at an angle of
about 30'. These reddish beds pass into distinctly bedded grey limestone and whitish marl
of some 600 feet at least, the dip being to the south, but the angle gradually decreasing
until the beds, after some 8 miles, become h o s t horizontal. Further on, bhey again dip to
the southward, and the top beds have a reddish colour. There are greenstones in these
rocks, like those which I saw about Bkt&sh on the Phnir ;and the limestones must be carbonif erous or triassic, but I could not find a trace of a fossil. The higher beds are often brownish
and sandy ; some beds h o s t a calcamus sandstone, alternating with conglomeratic beds.
Near &high the series is overlain by much more recent looking earthy and conglomeratic beds, readily yielding to decomposition. The hill Ak-h
at camp consista of these
(? tertiary) beds, dipping at about 46" or 50' to the south.
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Tliere must he greehstones somewhere in this southern direction among the dark
crumbling rock.
The light-coloured bedded limestone strikes over to Karathgh lake, and the hills to the
west, east, and south-east appear to consist of it. I noticed, when I marched last year, that
their steepness indicates in part limestone cliffs, and some of them at least were of a light
bolour.
This is also the pale limestone seen north of our camp, some miles north of Khush
Maidan, and ho doubt these limestones extend to the south of Akt&sh. [That is to say, that
this pale limestone, which is probably of carboniferous age, appears to stretch across from the
high ground between the Mastdgh and Kuenluen ranges to the eastern edge of the PBmir.]
June 14th, Woabjilga, 12 miles.-The hills all covered with detritus.
A little way south of AktAgh the grey limestones, which appear to be carboniferous, are
overlain by dark crumbling dolomitic limestone and sub-metamorphic shales, in several places
in contact with greenstone, which is again either typical, like that near Akt&sh, or it is dark,
ahd very homogeneous in texture, and at first strikingly resembles basalt. Further on, the
grey dolomitic limestones again crop out from under the detritus of the valley ; and near the
camp the sub-metamorphic schists are overlain by more compact grey dolomitic limestone,
which rises high upon a hill a little south by east of our camp. These grey dolomitic limestones regularly bend over at the top, and in the centre are exposed what may be called
Hallstadt or St. Cm&n beds-a red, somewhat earthy, marble, with Arcestes? johanlz.is
austrice, Ammonites batteni, Aulacocerm, and Crinoids. I shall speak of this red marble
as the A. batteni bed.
The A. batteni bed is seen exposed far towards the west, overlain by the grey limestone,
and is mostly highly inclined towards the north. I must see more of the whole triassic
series to-morrow.
June 16th, Karakoram-brdngsa, 14 miles.-Starting from Woabjilga, the grey &sic limestones were met with, afterwards the red limestones succeeded them, and continued to
camp, often interrupted by patches of greenstone, which is greatly developed at the camp
north of the pass.
June 16th, Daulatbeg Uldi (crossing the Karakoram pass), about 22 miles.-leaving
camp, the greenstones are underlain by black crumbling shale, in mineralogical character
like the Spiti shales, but very likely triassic, like that near Akt&dl. Then follows an
alternation of grey or whitish limestones and shales and the triassic red limestone; and
on these rest blackish and grey marly shales, which are overlain by almost horizontal strata
of brown limestone, very much like the lower Taglang limestone, and which contains fragments
of Belemnites. These liassic rocks form the Karakoram range proper, and extend far eastward. The hills to the west are much higher, and do not allow a distant view.
After crossing the pass, the road skirts the base of the centre ridge in a south-east direction ;and here the liassic limestones come down several times, and about four miles from the
pass grey marly shale, or almost marly limestone, crops out from under the brown limestone :
both are evidently liassic. On the right bank of the stream more massive limestones occur,
dipping to north-east, but very indistinctly. I should think that these are triassic limestones.
They very readily crumble to pieces, being highly dolomitic ; and these often contain reddish
beds interstratified.
June 17th, Burtsi, 24 miles.-First we crossed the Dipsang plain, with solitary low hills,
probably still belonging to the Taglang series. Then we ascended towards the watershed.
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The low worn-down hills to the west were thickly strewed with round pieces of whitish or
reddish compact limestone, intermingled with boulders, large and small, of fine-grained syenitic
gneiss. This rock must be i9a situ somewhere near the head of the watershed. Further on
were &any greenstone boulders coming down from the west, and this rock must also be found
in that direction. At last we descended into a narrow gorge, the sides of which for fully a mile
consisted of a limestone conglomerate, the boulders of white, grey, or black limestone being
well rounded and worn and cemented together by a stiff bright red clay. Upon this followed
dolomitic limestone, rather indifferently hedded, massive and white, and this was overlain
by bluish shales and well-bedded limestone, extending from about 6 miles north of Burtsi
to the camp. These limestones appear to be triassic : they are compact, with layers f u l l of
small gasteropods, amongst which I reco,+ed
a Alerhea. The so-called Kamkoram
stones, i.e., corals, occur in dark shales below the limestones, which are capped by s
yellowish-brown limestone, well bedded, but of unascertained age. The whole series dips
south-west, at a moderate angle. [The last paragraph closes the diary, and is here repeated, as
it is entirely geological.]
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Concludircg Summary,

As this collection of Dr. Stoliczka's geological notes on tlie countries traversed during his
journey was introduced by a brief account of his previous geologid work in the Himalayas
and Western Tibet, it may most fitly be concluded by a general sketch of the additional
information which he has obtained in the countries north of those explored in earlier years.
His explorations in his last journey extended over portions of Northern Ladhk, of the
Mastagh or Karakorrtm, Kuenlue~,PBmir, and Karatigh ranges, tlie last being a part of
the Thian Shan, He also examined tlie plains of Yhrkand and Khshghar, and the upper
valleys of the streams which form the source of the Oxus or &nu. The notes on Kashmir,
and on the Indus valley west of Leh, although interesting and affording some addition to our
previous knowledge of the geology, do not touch on fresh ground, or add more than details to
what was known before, Each of the other areas demands a few notes sepamtely.
The M s l k range, north of the Indus, proved, so far as it was examined, to consist entirely
of metamorphic rocks, principally syenitic gneiss, The same formations extend to the northward to the western end of the Pankong lake, and, so far as is known, throughout the greater
portion of the Changchenmo, Shayok, and Nubra valleys, passing in places into a greenish
chloritic rock, more or less schistose. These metamorphic rocks are believed by Dr. Stoliczka
to be of silurian age. I n the northern portion of the valleys named beds of dark shales
and sandstones we met with, probably belonging to the carboniferous series : they are unfossiliferous, but agree with rocks of that age in Spiti and elsewhere, and they are succeeded, in
maending order, by fossiliferous triassic limestones, red and grey in colour, with dark shales ;
whilst the crest of the Karakoram pass, and some of the smaller hills immediately south of it,
are composed of liassic rocks, containing fragmentary B e h i t e s . At one spot done near
$Gum,in the Cbangchenmo valley, sandstones and conglomerates of c o m p ~ t i v e l yrecent
aspect were observed, which are perhaps tertiary, and may belong to the same eocene f o r m
tion as the rocks in the Indus valley near Leh.'
The valley of the Upper Y W n d river between the Masugh (Karakoram) and Kuenluen
ranges consista of metamorphic and ~ub~metamorphic
s c b t s and slates, reddish c a l m u s
sandstone, and grey limestones, all unfossiliferous. The scGsts qnd slates are considered
by Dr. Stoliczka as probably silurian ; the other rocks, carboniferous, Some triassic limestones are found on the northers slopes of the Karakoram pass ; and at Akagh some recentlooking argillaceous beds were noticed, perhaps tertiary.
Two sections across the Kuepluen were examiped-one, on the K m h river, the Suget
and Sanju passes ; the other, further west by the Y angi Diwhn. On the former route the
greater portio~of the range consista of syenitic gneiss, associated with various forms of
schists, with some of which pale-green jade is associated. On the more western route the
same metamorphic rocks are found, but the syenitic gneiss is less developed, and there is a
great quantity of greenstone.
1 Drew (Jummoo and Kaahmir, p. 343)haa noticed the occurrence of hippnritic limeatone (emheom) renting unoonfombly
on older encrinital limeatone (P paleozoic) in the Lokzhung range, north of the Lingzi-thung plain and d by south of the
Karakoram pass. In the m e work there is an excellent account of the extraordinary high plateam of northern w k , weat
of which appear
be of lacustrine origin.
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North of the metamorphic axis of the Kuenluen range, the hills sloping down to the
plain of Yhkand consist principally of various forms of schistose rock, slates, and limestone.
I n the latter, north of Sanju, carboniferous fossils were found in some places, but the rocks
are, as a rule, destitute of organic remains. On the western route the only limestone seen
was dobmitic and unfossiliferous. Towards the edge of the plain, formations of later date
crop out; and near Sanju red sandstones, capped by grey calcareous sandstones and chloritic
~~mrls,
are found, the latter containing cretaceous fossils ; and upon these, again, rest gravels
and clays of still later date. The cretaceous rocks were not observed further west.
The ranges lying west of the Yhrkand plain, and intervening between it and the P&mir
watershed, appear to be composed chiefly of the same rocks as the Kuenluen, south of
Y6rkand. Only one section was examined, and this was traversed twice. Near the plain
the prevailing beds are carbonaceous slates, sandstones, and conglomerates, probably palseozoic,
with which greenstone is associated. A few limestones were seen, and tmm of-the red
cretaceous sandstones of Sanju : the latter, however, was not examined i7t 8itu. NO fossiliferous beds were observed, but the slates, sandstones, and conglomeratesare probably palmzoic,
like the corresponding rocks in the Kuenluen. Further from the plain, in the district of
Sarikol, the slates and their associated beds become metamorphosed, and pass into schist and
gneiss, upon which, close to the frontier of WakhBn, near Aktbh, rest black slates, and limestones of apparently carboniferous age ; and above these, again, other limestones with triassic
fossils, and sandstones.
The P& itself between the Y h h n d frontier at Akt&shand Panjah, the principal village
of WakMn, was twice crossed, the return route lying a little north of the other, and each
following one of the two streams, which unite to form the head of the southern or main
source of the Oxus. The geology throughout is of the very simplest description. The carboni~
ferous and triassic limestones were only found for a very short distance west of the Yhrkand
frontier ; and thence to Panjah the whole country consisted of black slates, occasionally capped
by reddish slates and conglomerates, and resting upon gneiss, which forms the great mass of
the plateau. The slates are, doubtless, pdseozoic ; but no evidence of their precise age was
obtained. The gneiss is fine-grained ; it contains biotite, and is, in places, traversed by veins
of albite granite, and it altogether so much resembles the " central gneiss " of the Himalayas
north of Simla, that it may be a continuation of the same rock. Immense accumulations of
boulders and sand were observed on the Phk,in all the river valleys and around the lakes.
The two journeys made to the mountains north of Khshghar, which are a continuation
of the Thian Shan range, and unite it to the Pamir or Bolor, scarcely extended beyond
the southern skirta of the range, the greater portion of which lies within the Russian territory. The first of these journeys extended nearly 100 miles in a direction north by west,
from a h g h a r to a lake called the Chadyr-kul ;the second, to a distance of about 120 miles
north-east to the Belauti pass. After passing the gravel slopes on the edge of the Khshghar plain,
and some ridges of sand and clays, which appear to be of tertiary date, and which Dr. Stoliczka
calls the Artysh beds, the first range met with to the ,westward consists of dark triassic
limestones, resting on greenish shales, and the next range of old shales, slates, and sandstones,
with crystalline limestone. More to the eastward all the fossiliferousrocks are of carboniferous
age : they consist of grey dolomitic limestone, resting on a limestone breccia, passing into conglomerate, and locally intentratified with greenish shales. This series, probably, represents the
old slates and their associates seen further to the west. On this eastern route the carboniferous
limestones extend to the Belauti pass, where they are capped by darker limeatones, on which
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rest greenish and purplish sandstonesand shales,-all which rocks are possibly t;riassic. North
of the old palaeozoic formations to the westward volcanie outbursts of very recent date are
found, and the remains of old craters are conspicuous ; and beyond these, again, are limestones
and slates of undetermined age, the latter occasionally showing signs of metamorphism.
Some of the limestones resemble the triassic rocks in character, but no fossils were aetected in
them. The presence of metamorphic rocks in the rztnges north of Kthhghar is proved by the
occurrence of gneiss pebbles in the gravels derived from the hills.
It is probable that coal occurs in places in the carboniferous formation, as specimens
brought from the mountains were examined and roughly analysed by Dr. Stoliczka when
in Khhghar.' Rocks of the carboniferousperiod are largely developed in Western Turkestan,
and coal has been found in several places.
The plains of Y&rkand and Bshghar consist of recent deposits of clay and sand, with
occasional ridges of gravel and marly clay. They, doubtless, resemble closely the other great
plains of Central A.sia, all of which, having no exit, are basins of deposit, and are being
gradually Faised by the alluvium brought from the surrounding hills by rivers and streams,
which dry up and lose themselves on the plains. Towards the edge of all such plains there
are immense gravel accumulations,8 which greatly conceal all the rocks. Below these gravels,
all round the edge of the Khhghar plain, there is found a series of clays, sandstones, and conglomerates, often much disturbed, but evidently not of old date, called by Dr. Stoliczh
Artysh beds, from the Artysh valley north of Ktlshghar, where they are extensively exposed.
No fossils were found in them, but their discoverer was inclined to consider them marine.
They present a marked resemblance, both in composition and in their position at the base of
higher ranges, to the Sub-Eimahyan rocks.of Northern India, and the m l a e s e of the Alps.
All of these deposits, and the rocks on the slopes of the hills for some distance from the
great plain, am much concealed by an extremely fine u r n b a e d accumulation, precisely similar
in character to the loess of the Rhine and Danube, and which is evidently composed of
fine dust, deposited by the atmosphere. The air in Eastern Turkestan, as in parts of China,
is constantly, during the day, thick from the fine sand raised by the wind ; so much so, that
objects at a comparatively short distance are rendered invisible.
It is evident that there is great similarity in the geology of all the mountains surrounding the YB.rkand basin. So far as they were examined, the prevalent formations were
palaozoic, resting upon gneiss and other metamorphic rocks ; and carboniferous limestones
were constantly found largely developed. The only lower mesozoic rocks recognised were of
trimsic age, but traces of cretaceous beds were found to the south and west, whilst in the
mountaha north of Khhghar evidence of comparatively recent volcanic eruptions was met
with. No representatives of the jurassic formations of the Himalayas and Western Tibet have
hitherto been recognised in this part of Central Asia north of the Karakoram.

'

Diary for let to 13th February. See also Severtzoff: Joumal, Royal Geological Society, 1870, Vol. XL, pp. 4l0, Bc. I am
also indebted to Mr. Hume for a copy of a report, by a Bunsian Engineer offioer named Ramanoffsky, in which the occurrencs af
coal in Western Tnrkeetan ie described.
I have deecribed similar deposite in Persia : Quarterly J o d , Geological Society, 1873, Vol. XXIX, p. 493.
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